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rate and tfe tariff
rate was maintained as agAinst their
com
tors the result mighjrbe and not
Improbably would lie that eholr competi
tors would he driven ouy of business.
This crime is one which fi Its nature is
1 think
deliberate and premeditated.
over a fortnight elapsed lietwecn the
date of Palmer's Inter requesting the
reduced rate and tho, answer of tho
d
company deciding to grant It, and
then or months Afterwards this business wag carried en end these claims for
rebates submitted month after month
and checks In payment of them drawn
month after month.
Such a violation
of the law, la my opinion. In Ha essential nature, is a very much more heinous net than the ordinary common, vulgar crimes which come before criminal
courts constantly for punishment and
whlchi arise from sudden passion
or
temptation. This crime in this case Was!
committed by men of education and of
large business experience, whoso stand- wus such that
Inn In tho community
they might have been expected to Bet an '
twenty-thrce-ce-

The Evening Citizen, In Advance, $5 per year.
Delivered by Carrlere, 60 cent? per month.

tlnn to an excess In objecting to any
criticism of a judge's decision.
The Instinct of the American people aa a
whole la sound in this matter.
They
Jt
will not Kiihscrlbe tn the doctrine that
I
11 I
any public servant Is to be above nil
criticism.
If the best citizens, those
nioHt competent to express their judK-meIn such matters, and alnive all
those beloiiKiiiK to the great and honorable profession of the bar. ao profoundly
Influential In American life, take the position that there shall be no criticism
of a Indue under any circumstances,
eep Water and Harbor
thijr view will not be accepted by the.
California In Arms Over
American people as a whole. In auch
Washing- inference
event the people will turn to, and tend
Proposal to"
to accept as Justlllable, the Intemperate
'
nd improper criticism uttered .by unton Next Week.
worthy anliutors.
Surely It Is a misNaturalize
fortune to leave to such critics a function, right In Itself, wu.ch they are certain to abuse. Just and temperate criticism, when necessary. Is a safeffuurd
FUEL
RAOO IRON
SIAYDEN OFTEXAS WANTS
iiKalnst the acceptance by the people as
a whole of that Intemperate antagonism
towards the Judiciary', which must be
combated by every
man.
example of obedience to low. upon the
tEBATES UP IN DENVER
NO
and which, If it became widespread
THE ARMY
'
which
of
alone in this
But
OUeStiOnS Are maintenance
among the people at lame, would conKEGROESJH
v..
ji ji- ( v
mr on uiiij oi iiit-At
Indire
a
menace
to
stitute
republic.
the
depends. It was committed on behalf of
Taken Up and Discussed
LYNCHING.
a great railroad corporation, which, like
Farming Questions
In connection with the delays of the
other railroad corporations, has receive!
Cousins of Iowa Succeeds to
I
your
iri Supreme Court Upholds
law. call
gratuitously from the stale large and
attention and the attention of the nation to the prevalence of
Were
valuable privileges for tile public a
Discussed.
Chairmanship of Foreign Af- I helling as Valid If Rcgis-;re- d
crime among us. and above all to the
ami Its own, which performs
epidemic of lynching and mop violence
iiiasl public functions and which '. Is
fairs Committee.
that spring up. now In one part of our
charged with the highest obligation In
In Another State.
EVERY VITAL QUESTION
country, now In another. Kuch section,
the tninsaction of Its business to treat
south,
north,
east,
west,
own
or
Its
bus
the citizens of this Country alike, and
faults; no section can with wisdom CALIFORNIA HOLDS BIG
not to carry on Its business with unjust I
spend Its time jeering at the faults of
Washington, Dec. 4. The reading
between different citr- R.
is City, Dee. 4. David
TO AMERICAN PROGRESS discriminations
another section; It should lie busy tryof the president's message In the
lens or different classes of citizens.
president of the
ing
amend
to
own
shortcomings.
its
To
'
This crime in Its nature Is one usually i
'
CITRUS FRUII EXHIBIT house was concluded at 2:50 p. m.
riiiil with the crime of corruption It Is
congress during iu
done with secrecy, and proof of which It
necessary to have an awakened public
The house adjourned until tomorrow.
.
is very difficult to obtain.
K'ver since j
annual session, toilay an
ronscience. and to supplement this by
the appointment of fifty dele Receives Calm and Convincing that time complaints of the granting of jI
whatever legislation will add speed and
CALIFORNIA DELEGATION OPrebates by railroads has been common,
ora twenty-fou- r
certainty In the execution of the law.
states to the
urgent, and Insistent, umi altho the con- POSES JAP NATURALIZATION.
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lynching
deal
with
even
more
;er and Harbor conference, to
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Examination By Our Chief
arena has repeatedly past legislation en
Is necessary.
A great many white men Wine Crowing Industry Is ExtendWashington,
Dec. 4. The suggesnext week at Washington, i).
deavuring to put a stop to this evil. that
are lynched, but the crime Is peculiarly
Executive In Detail.
ditliculty of obtaining proof upon whlchi
tion In President Roosevelt's message
ing Throughout the Country.
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frequent In rcsnect to black men. The
bring
In
prosecution
to
cases
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so
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that naturalization be extended to
greatest existing cause ot lynching Is
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great that this is the first case that has ' "i 1
Hie perpetration,
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Especially the West.
especially
hy black
is extremely distasteful
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Colorado
brought
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ever
men,
To
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of
the
tho
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In sitting after the Invocation by
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with this matter. I is not founded on righteousness.,
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Washington,
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no government
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and.
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a law providing something to the grants an Injunction that diws grave while people of the south Indict the talk
ain rebates has
stis- - effect
When lord s court this morning. The com-- i
e decision
that:
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Official Announcement of the
Incorporation of a New
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ItilHinefS College.
rurnisTiea and

MONEY to LOAN

-

em-

Syrup White Pine
and Tar
o

!

will do it. Four ounce
size, full strength, 25c

Alvarado

Pharmacy

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth.....
Gold Crowna
Gold Filling ..'.'.'.'.'.'.iVio'up
60c
ractlng
Painless
ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEES.

fa

A

iiKlJ
GUAR-

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Opin Evenings.
5-Ro-

B F COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

House

om

,

DEPOf

Facilities.

On Lowlands, close la, sewer connec

tions, city water.

$1,200.00

y

WW V

ff

Wf

This Is a bargain for someone.

POR TERFIELD CO.
"

110 West Gold Ave.

A. MONTOYA
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY

REAL

ESTATE

mMUmtm

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

01TCERS AND DrRKCTOr.S
Solomon Luna, Prebiiient; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashle
Johnson, . sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge
tuon .".una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. H. Cro.a
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TQPEKA A SANT

FIRE INSURANCE
AND LOANS

liouse,
North Sixth street.
ALBUQUERQUE
215 W. GOLD AV.
Nicely furnished rooms
422 North Sixth street
Nicely furnished room
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
only. 723 West Copper

618

FOR KENT
with board.
FOR RENT

LAWYERS.

RENT
Brick house of seven
rooms, modern, furnished complete,
Inquire Citizen .office.
FOR RENT OR SALE Furnished
tent house. Apply 1M9 East Rail
road avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished cottage flats
very reasonable. Apply at Uil Coa
uvenue, east end of viaduct.
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart
ranch. Ten
minutes" walk from street car line,
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
Town postofflce.
FOR

'S

Copltal snd Surplus, $100,009

v

ed

gentleman
avenue.

NEW MCX

"use-keepe-

FOR SE.ST.
New
FOR KEN"!

modern.

ALBUQUERQUE

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Morses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
trlctly private, lime: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates ere reasonable. Call and see us before
On

ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn'g Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Gentlemen's Becoua-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First atreet,
end
south of viaduct. Send addresa
will call. R. J- Sweeney, proprietor.
WaTBI- Tr"l,l,)n aH cootl or
fall E. H. No. 321 V4 West
Railroad avenue.
to advertise oil?
WANTED
goods locally. Several weeks home
work. Salary 12 per week, $1 a
day for expenses. Saunders Co., D
Jackson Boulepart men t W,
vard, Chicago. IM.
l;n s.Oo6' or more
Man
WANTED
can secure imeiesi in guuu mjiu
established manufacturing business.
Work is light. Salary $1040 per year
to start with. No trades. Don't
answer unless you have the money.
Address Opportunity, care Evening
Citizen.
AGENTS WANTED.
mix
Agents, canvassers,
WANTED
ers, peddlerH, street men. solicitors,
mail order people, etc., should buy
Kramer's Hook of Trade Secrets.
Regular price $5 but. balance of last
edition is being sold for $1.2u as
lona as tluy last. Every person
who is out of e.nploynie-- t can make
more out of this book than a person
in ordinarv business can on a capl
tal of $10,1X10. Order quick. Sioux
Pub. Co.. Sutherland, Iowa.
-

a

New-Mexic-

4.

MONTEZUMA TRUST C

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
ior him

-

The Castle school girls' basket ball
team will play the girls team of the
Albuquerque high school In Las Vegas
during the first week in December.
Jimmy Cosgrove, a young brake- man on the Kant! Ke trom i.as vcrhr
west, was called home Sunday after-nooby the serious Illness of his 15
year old broth r, who has pneumonia.
Captain Arthur Trelford, superintendent of the territorial penitentiary
at Santa Fe. and Captain Fred For-no- ff
of the monated irollee of the territory, are in Las Vfgas on official
business.
John L. Zimmerman, chief engineer
of the Las Vegas grant, returned to
Las Vegas front Santa Fe, where he
was called to testify before the United
States grand Jury on the Hngan coal
cases. Mr. Zimmerman was the original locator of the mlues.
Ren Coles of as
City Marsha
Vegas has recently been vaccinated.
It took all right and ihe offletr Is now
a candidate for the hospital, although
he is still able to be around. He is
not exactly In the best of humor and
malefactors will do well to sterr shy
of the head of the police force, 8s he
still has one good arm and two legs.

The terrilorial board of health met
session yesterday In a
in
committer room at the Capitol build
Jnjr. Santa Fe. Dr. G. W. Harrison of
Albuquerque presiding, with Dr. B. D,
Hlack of las Vegas at his post as sec
retary. Other members present were:
Dr. T. B. Hart of Raton, vice presi
dn.f. Dr. V. D. Radcliff of Belen
treasurer: Dr. John F. Pearce of Al
tmouerque. aad Dr. J. A. Massle of
Santa Fe. Dr. J. J. Schiller of Raton
wag the only alsentee. The principal
i . . f.
ik V. . .. - ,1 0.00 tha
i in
examination .. of applicants for physl- l
II
iitt-iiB
no in (kulH miaHfltn.
tnu
nut.iiii- vtlons to practice medlclae in
Among the applicants were
Dr. L. T. Richie of Albuqtierquie, Dr.
A. C. White of Hope, Dr. H. J. Rowell
of Belen and Dr. J. W. WatTensmltn
FAMOUS
of Espunola

WANTED,
unv to work

i

WANTED-IU'l-p

in its inception

LAS VEGAS.

FE
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il

MEDICAL BOARD

SANIA

ivi vi

light work: P"''l 'or
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IN SESSION AT
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

on lower San
Kranciseo street.
......
ssn.ivnmr itHrrin.
junn
iueoyears,
an
from
taa
Indian
Daily mi Weekly T
NMbk
unciny nr- )o. died at 4:30 o'clock
Tke Citizen Publishing Company noon at St. Vincent s hospital In Sunt
Fe.
He had been a patient at. me
Draik
Ir
truifnitli
to
Institution for tho past five or six
ClaM
Mill U Mon4
Mtt.
months, suffering from a facial cancer
which was finally responsible for his
death.
Apolonlo Lujun was a visitor Sun
day la Santa Fe. Mr. Uijan is a
shcp rancher and lives In Santa Fe
canyon. He had his toes frozen ln,the
Bernalillo Count recent blizzard wullo herding a noesOmtltl Paper ofAlbuquerque.
City of
of sheep near Oillsteo. H is ttinnkfill that he escaped, however, wunoui
ftmtfcM Pnn ftfttrM Dlipatcha.
sufFtrlsg worse injury. Hj and a
ClrcttUtftn.
CeyntJ
CHy
iirf
U'"1
sheepherder In his employ became
Tk li'rwt Ntw Mexico Clrtulit'o.
the blizzard and wannereu
lirrn? Northern Arlrona Circullt'. lost In three
days and nights without
aUnt
Their sheep strayed away In
food.
the blizzard and fhy were unable to
round uy more than half of tnem.
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Ira M. BCntJ.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
copyrights, caveats,
lands, patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

FIRST NATIONAL
ALBUQUERQUE,

BAP,

NEW MEXICO

OmCEffS AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
Preald
M. W--. FLOURNOY
Vice
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
Assistant
!
H. F. RAYNOLDS
,

man wjs in limn, when she secured a
divorce from Alfred Hickman, who
ACTR EES HAD TO SEW had liecn her husband for eight years
E. W. Dobso.i.
FOR SOMEBODY, SO SHE MAR
Miss Walsh was also at one time
U. 8. DEPOSITORY
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
OF HER reported married
MEMBER
MAN
A
RIES
Hugo
to
Toland.
New Bank at Magdalena.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
HAS
ALSO
Capital
WHO
COMPANY,
$
Authorized
was
IncorporaIt
Early la her stage career also
The following articles of
BEEN DIVORCED.
$
DENTISTS.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
rumored she was the wife of a ban
tion have beea filed In the office of
Francisco district attorney. All these
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
&
Topeka
Atchison,
Fe
Depository
Railway
Santa
for
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Principal
stories, were however, denied by her. FO R" R EN T ""A n" i eel f r i7i s lieTHi ve
Bank of Magdalena.
Dental Surgeon.
Stie has a lieautiful home, the
Dlace of business at Magdalena, So
room cottage, close in. Water and
2
Rooms
and 3, llarnette Rnlldin
Lilacs, at Great Neck, L. I.
corro county. Territorial agent. John
UMiamiuBrpmi
Enquire over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
lljht.
Convenient."
electric
William Travers is no novice at.
S. Mactavish. Capital stock, $30,000,
at S14 John street.
phone
238. Appointments made by
Last. June
t'!:e married life lottery.
divided Into three hundred shares of
KENT
Pleasant, airy, well fur- mall.
his former wife secured n .divorce FOR
the par value of $100 each. Object
nished rooms, with modern ImproveEdmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
She is Harriet
general banking business. Duraition
from him In Brooklyn,
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
M. W.
4
fifty years. Incorporators.
Merrltt, a vaudeville actress.
Marquette avenue, corner of north hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Solomon
Albuquerque;
Klournoy,
Broadway.
p.
Ap
5
m.
Both
m.
to
phones,
Fight.
Long
Tennessee
Luna, Los Lunas; John Becker, Belea,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXIC
For twenty yeara W. L. Rawls of FOR RENT Several pkasant, neHy pointments made by mall.
Gustavo Becker, Spnngervllle, AriTenn.,"
rooms,
fought
He
D.
and
nasal catarrh.
DR.
with bath
furnished
E. WILSON
Bells,
zona; John S. Mactavish, Magdalena;
eloctric light. 519 North Second
writes: "The swelling and soreness
Dentist.
'
CAPITAL
David
$10(
Jose Y. Aragon. Pmoville;
1
fearful,
street.
10,
my
till
was
12, 13, Occidental Life
nose
Rooms
Inside
Farr. Magdalena: Harry M. Dough
Bldg.,
Arnica Oit KENT Cheap. New Jeanin
began applying Bucklen's
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,
and
2
Cor. Railroad avenue
erty, Socorro; James W. Medley, Mag
house, four large rooms, furnished Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Of'
Salve to thij sore surface; this caused
dalena; Patrick J. Savage, Socorro.
r.
disa.ji-poaswelling
8
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EVENING CITHER.

PACE THREE.

Ferrace Addition Improvement: Company
30 to 60 Per Cent DiscoMet

T

HE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of our company has instructed me to realize A CERTAIN SUM OF MONEY from the sale of lots
the
SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME. In accordance with these instructions I have marked upon a plat--in red ink- -a greatly reduced orice inupon
EVERY STTR ON OUR SELECT STREET STIVER
AVE1MTTE
..
Tl,uW lttw
tj
.ft t.noia
wm
goooi omy
unw tins sum is obtained:
'
77,
:
,
Fut
when, without notice, the former prices will be restored. Here is the best opportunity for investment ever offered in this city as the rapid
advancement of
lots on this street is an absolute certainty. The lots were reasonable at the former prices, but at these prices they are great snaps. The improvements
on

;;'

the addition, and especially on Silver Avenue, will go steadily on.

More Than SOO Large Shade Trees Will Be Set Out.

1

on Silver Avenue' and in the water plant park in the coming month of March, and with a thorough knowledge of the requirements and
an abundance ot
water, 95 per cent of them will grow from the start, and any that die will be replaced as it is the intention of the company to keep a man constantly
employed on Silver Avenue and the park property.
"

THE WATER OT&TEM IS PERFECT

'

Every site has a two-inc- h
lateral running from the
h
main to the property line, and the power for pumping is paid for eight years in advance
The building and all other restrictions as now incorporated in our printed deeds, will remain, but no one has to build until they get ready.
The location, together with these restrictions, will make any vacant sites there may be on this street very valuable in the next few years
as the
supply is extremely limited, and no matter how much the city may grow and how many, new additions may be platted, nothing to quite equal
Silver Avenue will ever be offered again in the city of Albuquerque.
five-inc-

'

Building and Loan stock pays eight per cent, or at least it has paid
pay more. Savings Banks four per cent and Real Estate Loans eight per
will net you more than forty dollars a year. I have never sold a piece of
best thing I have ever offered. Come quick now, and if you have not all

about this in the past It may or it may not pay this in the future- - it certainly won't
cent You certainly know that a five hundred dollar investment on Silver Avenue
property in this city that did not net much more than eight per cent, and this is the
the money at present you can buy on partial payments.

F
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OF AGRICULTURE

WEALTH
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Inr-reap-

Our .aKriciiltural exports for the fiscal year ended
June 30," 1000. totalled f UTti.owi.iKm. In which cotton
claimed credit for $4oo,oiio,ono and packinghouse pro
These figures surpass all the world"
ducta 207,Ooo.0oo.
Imports
agricultural exports.
fcr
known records
.
farm products reached their highest fit,i.res $r,r.4.000,-000Secretary' Wilson says that our halance of traile it.
liic to agricultural development. Agriculuiral exports
In 1906 exceeded Imports by $433,000,000, while all o.ir
.
other industries secured us a balance 'of only $S5.ooo,-000Classifying real estate, live stock, Implements,
etc.. In the aggrega e as capital, the present farm valuation is probably $28,000,000,000,000.
This wonderful showing has come from an agricultural system not free from faults. The report assert
that more scientific methods would have raised crops i'i
acre can b
fxcess of the demands. The cotton yield an crops.
Thu
doubled or even trebled. And so with o:her
farmer needs to be educated to understand the full p""
during powers of the soil now hidden from him. Tr.i3
-the department of agriculture and state agriculturalvalu-V- '!
.
results
leges are endeavoring to co) with, and
of millions of dollars have been HlreiHv
an hundred
achieved. This new and abundant .prosperity of tin:
farmer has reversed a former unenviable condition:;
Capital was scarce and labor plentiful some years ag-jInventive
now, labor is scarce and capital abundant.
measure have been taken by the department to eradicate
diseases In hogs and catMe, and changes made In the
regulations regarding importation of animals for breeding purposes. Dairy work has been extended, and ne
Diseases of plants havfc
plants and trees Introduced.
. I..
..
.
l
...1.1.
Bile
a
mm (.-aeparinieui
occupied tne
cess.
In regard to forest' reserves, the report says that
the area of our reserves was increased during the year
from 85,693.422 to 107.oo0.ooo acres, which netted In
revenue $767,220, against $0.143 for the preceding yeai.
These reserves are leneficial alike to the lumber lndua
public, and their ad
ry and to the
For exministration is now on a sound business basis.
perimental work with forest products Secretary Wilson
recommends a special laboratory at Washington.
."
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AN OVERGROWN BALLOT
The complaint comes from Chicago that the ballot
lo be voted there next month promises to bave the gen
erous nroDortions of a bedquilt. It is feared that the inex
pert voter will be obliged to devote the better portion of
a day to the Intracies of he overgrown sneet on wnicn
he la expected to discover the names of the candidates

is done od a large scale in

of his choice. Everything
Chicago. In the city and county about Boo candidate,
renrpsentine a multiplicity of parties, will he voted for,
and every city voter will grope his way among 400 can
didates. One of the newspapers says that not a single
voter can vote Intelligently and of his own knowledge on
the huce list.
for size, but
The Chicago ballot la a record-breake- r
predicted that the possible limit has, not been
la
It
- Teached.
The Pennsylvania ballot this year will also
of pilrimrdiiarv and forbidding dimension. There are
leven parties in the slate contests the republican
democratic, prohibition. Lincoln, citizens, socialist, com
monwealth, socialist labor,' union labor, city, referendum
and possibly the Jefferson. These parties will he repre
eented on the local tickets in cities and counties. Cer
tain of the parties named represent no definite principle,
but have been organized to confuse the voter and divide
the strength of the
There is no restriction upon the size of the appro
priately named blanket ballot. The vast spread of pape
threatens to expand until it becomes a public nuisance
and a terror to election officers. It is predicted that me
broadside ballot will grow until voters in sheer despera
tion will be driven U some other voting method. The
first measure of reform must be the abolition of the
"party square." Philadelphia Ledger.

THE JAFFA

e

Grocery Comp'y.

The Citizen presents to Its readers this afternoon
the president's message In full, just as It w as sent to con.
gress today. It Is an able document and The Citizen
would advise Its readers not to be deterred by its lengta
hut to read It carefully from first to last.
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For
Special
Occasions

Just what President Roosevelt meant, in his Harrisburg speech, by activity of the executive In bringing cor
porations within the control of the government, Is we.i
The trial or me
lllus rated in New York this wek.
New York Central Railroad company, of two of its ex
ecutive officers and of two of the American Sugar Refining companies, for granting and accepting rebates, hcgt:U
before .Judge Hough In the criminal branch of the United
Slates district court. These trials are on Indle'.mcnts
found last spring. But that case Is not to stand solitary.
On th,e day the trial hegan the federal grand Jury re
timed eight more Indictments of the same general tenor.
The first Indictment names these same parties.Inclndlng
The second Indictment
two sugar broker In Detroit.
includes the Western Transit company, a subsidiary
company or the New York Central, in the chrge of givThe fourth indicr-men- t
ing rebates to :he sugar company.
charges the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Hallway company In ten counts with giving rebates to
owell M. Palmer, the New York Central company with
aving given rebates to the Brooklyn Cooperge company.
Both the cooperage company and Palmer have been
closely Identified with the sugar trust. The Indictments
charge that rebates ranging from two to nineteen cent
per 100 pounds were secretly given back to the sugat
impany. These Indictments were found by the grand
jury, which has been in session during the summer, but
the incoming grand Jury is to continue Investigation In
the ssniB field.
This means that an honest and persistent effort la
being made to enforce the Elklns law and to break up
the system of secret rebates. The Elklns law repealed
the clause of She Sherman law which provided ImprisonThat
ment among the penalities for such convictions.
change was nndouMedly made to shield railroad men for
practice which was everywhere informally admitted to
prevail. But It is not clear that the soFeening of the
penalty will serve the railroads as. It was expected to do.
There were one or two prosecutions of railroad subordin.
ates In cases which involved Imprisonment last spring,
hut no prominent and responsible railroad man was evel
prosecuted under the Sherman law and none wan
likely to lie. Evidence In these cast has to come from
the inside and .turning Informer to put a business rival
In Jail Is a little too strenuous for even' the mad Ameri
can race for wealth. There is no reason, however, why
either shippers or railroads, which suffer from the Il
legal rebates of their rivals should not seek to have
that practice broken up by the courts lit the cost ol
heavy fines. Brooklyn Eagle.
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Th New Idea Woman's magazine for December
contains an article of some pages in length concerning
the painting of miniatures by American women artists.
In America, women appear to have led in this branch ot
art. which dates from the time of Charles I. Interesting
accounts are given of the leading American women
miniature puinters, amongst whom are Miss Laura C.
Hills, Miss Ethel Blanchard. Miss Martha Baker. Miss
Agda Heuerinan and Miss Anna Lynch, Mi.ss Hills, who
"has won the reputation of being the best American
painter of the present day," was trained at the Art Stu
dents' league iu New York and the Art school in Bos
ton. "She began her career as an artist by designing
Christmas cards and valentines. After having gained
experience in these lines she worked with pastels, her
pastels including figures and landscapes. Her work wab
characterized by rich coloring and great depth of feel
ing and began to attract the attention of many able
critics, but she wag not satisfied there. She wanted
finer method of eoloriug than pail els, so took tin the
(small brush. In the beginning her orders were small
but she wns willing to make the sacrifice in order
realize her ambitions. After working quietly for a few
years, she began to exhibit at a Boston gallery, and
her name became known a.s
was not very long
miniature artist at home and abroad."
e

The Industrial Advertiser, which has always bon
an outspoken und rabid democratic oran, and hence
open to the charge of helim a recent convert or even
a wolf In sheep's elothilltf. ll.sed the followiliK lMHSlliiKe lli
the last liisue of the paper. It may be taken as the cor
rect expression of the real sentiment and expectation
of the democrats of the territory: "There can he no denial of the fact that. Hanernian hiuj many political enemies In New Mexico, and that an effort Ix being made to
form a combination against him in the next legislature.
'
The old political leaders expect 10 control thai assembly.
and if they do it will not he Ua friendly to Hagcrman.
The politicians will he surprised when they find them
Helves gently shelved by new men. and such a policy
adopted as will create practically a new party in New
Mexico, lint thai is just what is likely to happen in New
,
Mexico."
T). Boyce, of Chicago, has made a proposal to th'
postal commission on behalf of a $ jO.imw.oimj syndicate to
take over the postotnee department, and run it as a private bushier..-- but under government control. He promises to reduce all postal rates one half, establish rural
postal express, pay the government rent lor all postal
buildings, to reduce railway hauling from $ jii,iuii,nuii
to half iik much or less, to put at the head of the postal
department a
railroad traffic expert at a
uaiarv of Sliu.Doo a year, to guarantee that there shall
be no deficit, and to pay the government all profits oef
7 per cent on capital.
This ought to make Ihe poMoffict
department sit up and take notice.
well-know-

The Optic does not favor a tariff between this conn
It said Friday:
"Canada's uatiiral
trading neighbor is Hie Culled Slates. The un country,
vast, undeveloped, following largely agricultural pur
suits, mining and fishing, with vast natural products anil
supplies of law materials; the other country hailing the

try and Canada.
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The tenth annual report of Secretary f Axriculliire
Wilson, nincle pnMJc ThnnksRivInK day. estimates tnc
.8' Mt .f 0 ,IH !. on
ihla nr'i fnrm nrmhiets Bt
of t.Vin.ntin.ntin over 195. Corn Is estimated at
hay. $ii00.OO0.(HHl;
$fi40.(HMi,Ooo:
11.100,000,0(10;
outs. $3oo,000,(i00; potaioes,
wheat. $4'.o,0ifti.0O0;
barley, $fi.noo,0oo; todacco, $55,000,000; supiir
beet, $34.0OO,(iiii, and BKiir, syrup and nioiasses,
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with an ever Increasing need fot
markets and for supplies of raw material Canada and
the Dnlted States are naturally adapted to tradn freely
with each other. There U no more need of maintaining
artificial walls between Canada and the United States
The
than between Massachusetts and Wisconsin.
of both countries will be greatly advanced when the
hoard plan for freer trade relation which are now tak
ing shape in the minds of the leading statesmen of both
countries shall have been carried into effect."
world in manufactures,
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Such as Parties, Dinner, Receptions, Luncheons, etc., we make
to order any special article you
may require and make them
good.
If you want a new novelty,

something every one else does
not have we can make it for
vou. We will be glad to offer
suggestions. Our men are at- ways at your service.
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CHILDREN'S SUITS and OVERCOATS
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Sailor and

Overcoats

Russian Suits
with larfje Sailor Collars, are being
worn so largely as to be almost the prevailing styles for boys of 2xt to I o years
olil. Price

o

3 to 10 Years

$3.50 to $8.00

$4.00 to $0.00
Boys' Gaps and Hats, a

Number Just Receivi
DOYS SHOES, All Styles

EuuMl fMEfEILisM

o SHOES
o

zm
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OUR
OYSTER

PATTIES
CHEESE STRAWS,

I

MOCHA CAKES,
MOCHA SLICES.
NUT MACAROONS, ETC.,
are some of the new things we

are making.

Be sure and see us before you
entertain.

& New

Our Christmas

vJ"'
V

-

the

Arrivals in
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Grocery flep't

MMh

STUFFED FIGS

SMYRNIA FIGS, in baskets
NEW DATES
NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW MACKEREL
NEW HERRING
,NEW EDAM CHEESE
NEW SALT CARDILLS
NEW ANCHOVIS
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FILLED THE SAME DAY

1HEY ABE RECEIVED.

TO HIS DECEASED WIFE J

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

House Furnishers

of the
recent
tains au' autobiography by Mark Twain, In which.he pays
a touching tribuin to his recently deceased wife a
tribute which most men with wives, dead or living, wiil
applaud as in substance a characterization fairly applica
ble to their own wives. For to happily married huslianuf.
wives appear something more, something finer, than hu
mantty; their purity of (thought, dignity of demeanor,
fidelity to duty, ardent affection and unerring; intuit Ions
inspiring feelings of reverence and awe that constitute
ann
a veritable religion. Their capacity for
devotion to others appeals to the male iniagina.' Ion.
Their inscrutable excellence In these and other difficult
virtues caused them to be held by the ancient Hermans
to be near the gods and be c apable thus of predict ins
future events.
The oracles of Greek gods were deliv
ered by women, and at Rome the safrfy of the republic
was lwileved to depend upon the perpetuity of the (life
kept tunning by ihe Vestal Virgins. An almost super
st it i( ins regard tor woman, as a superior being, animated
the Institution of chivalry, and is felt loday In the defer
ence paid by the gentleman to the lady. And today, as
much as ever, the good wife Inspires husband and chil
dren with sentiments of profound reverence and inex
pressible love sentiments that are not exaggerated
Mr. Clements' eulogy. Everyone has seen the wife and
mother "under whose grave and gentle exterior burn in
extingulshablu fires of sympathy, energy, devotion, ei;
thusiasm and limitless affection." "Perfect kruth. per
feet honor, perfect candor," are her natural qualities.
"Her judgments of people and things" are sure; "her In
tuitions almost never deecive her." "Her character and
disposition invite worship and, command It." "She is a
most' winningly dignfied peroon." yet "pours out her
prodigal affection in kisses and caresses and in a profuse
vocabulary of endearments."
Such wives are not uncommon, and men over whom such wives do not hold easy
dominion aro poor creatures. They appeal irresistibly
even to the man of cold nature, melting and breaking
down the Icy barrier of reserve created by being brought
up in a Puritanic home atmosphere.
Iove and seil
sacrifice, in the marital as in other relations, possess, In
a word, a subtle
ower to which cverytnlng yields
Baltimore Sun.
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The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is cotnfo rl ab ie from
the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on hei
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
shoe

thafs

absolutely
comfortable

K

in Albuquerque
See Ours

WlcMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
C. H.

We Keep It Up

CARNES, O. D.

Scientific Optician
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Association Office
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Guaranteed
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P. MATTEUCCI
Boot and shoemaker.

Custom work

order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
not only in mixing and baking, but to
reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
O
also in taking care of and selling
103 North First Street
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONEER BAKERY

If

b.-e- r

This

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

.u

Oxfords,
ihe Niagara Kalis were composed of beer Instead
$3.50 and $;;.cx5
of water it would fill a stein holding L'."..:'3 1.TJU.duil quarts
every hour A man to lift and drink this siein would High Shoes,
A man of l.ouie
feet Sail.
needs be 3a3,186,OSi),21
$4.00 and $3.50
(ileiin's capacity could drink an hour's flow of the falln
Allowing
in 1,097.1 til. 7:i!i days, 2 hours and U'Z minutes.
Let us fit yon.
that it takes foui ecu bteins to make a man tight on
SEE
beer and elghten to get him spiff Heated, an hour's flow
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
of the falls would keep the entire Aryan race spifl'licated
121
Railroad Ave.
EYES TESTED FREE
for two days, and make 'he. entire Mongolian race tight Albuquerque Weit
New Mexico
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
for a week. The calculations are based on the supposi114 Railroad Ave.. Albuquerque, N. M.
tion that the
would be drawn solid and that th
in
proportion
rising
be
would
above
foam
to the mist
ihe falls.
If all the rice raised In the Tilled Slate in lW"ti Headquarters for Low Prices
were to be made into cigarette papers, there would he on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
enough to roll L,."1.1'S2,227.194 cigarettes, which would
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
cause Kucy J'age (iaston to employ nineteen assistants. Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
$6.50
TON
PER
world
beings
If all the noses on all the human
in 'ho
BLOCK
406W. Rallroid Avnu
BEST AMERICAN
were one none, it would be 731. S23, 870,104 agate lines
$6.50
PER TON
from tip to base, and 793.til5.107.131 agate lines from
House
Rooming
upper lip to the tip. It could smell onions cooking on
the fixed star Algeiieb. provided Ihe hay fever ill 44.09 of
MRS. M. E. HEIDL, Prop.
1 per cent of
the nose did not after.' the entire nose.
JUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD
If all the buckwheat batter used In the Nineteenth
TRACK8 ON EAST R. R. AVE.
congressional district of New York in the months of
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
AND $2.75
FOR
November. December and January, 1905. were paste, It New Building, New Furniture, Steam
o put up 23.492.337 twenty-sheewould U sufficient
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
circus posters, which would cover all but seventeen miles
ROOMS BY DA, WEEK OR MONTH
yards of the great wall of China.
and twenty-threIf all the kangaroos in Australia were ue kangaroo
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
TO GET EGGS NOW, WHILE THE
It could jump from Cape Walca. Australia, to Christian-shaahPRICE IS HIGH. FEED INTERNAWe do It right. ROUGH DRY. ImCreenlatid, in one jump. If It should alight wi'h TIONAL
POULTRY FOOD. CASH
CU
both feet on Christ ianshuab glacier it would start a wav, GUARANTEE WTH EVERY PACK- perial
Hi;h
$21,311,14.1
docks
do
Nil- W N'"'1"
would
damage
that
lo shipping and
AGE.
SOUTH
E. W. FEE,
Wack
at Rcykjarik, belaud Chicago Tribune.
SECOND STREET.
iiv't. OKI

TICKETS

We keep the quality oi our bread
up to the highest.
by usinjj

SOME AMUSING ITEMS OF
SUPPOSED STATISTICS

tA

BALX.INO, Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 BOUTH

riRT

BTRKtr.

WEDDING
j
,

SAM

KEE

Chines. Japanese, Indian and
Mexican

CURIOS
2IS S. Second Street,

MERCHANT

Albuquerque,

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
ELITE

IKE
M.

CAKES A SPECIALTY.

ROOMING

HOUSE

M,

TAILORING

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

UPSTAIRS,

My merchant tailoring snop is up-Btalrs over No. 209 West. Railroad Ave-- ;

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manager

NEAR

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. Dl.Mauro, the violinist,
?ives lessons on the violin and manto be the best
dolin. Guaranteed
Anyone deU'licher In Albuquerque.
siring lessons address general delivery, city.
r-,
ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
is the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
'

nue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the public. All work guaranteed first-- :
data, aa I bave bad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suit made
to order. Clothe cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladle' garments
also cleaned and walking sklrta made Afients for the t'olunibia. Ramble-to order. Give me a trial.
levelund, Tribune and Crescent
O. BAMBLNL
Hifyoles.
F. S. HOPPING,
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
321 South. Second.
BREAD and take no other.

,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

4,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

CITY FATHERS DISCUSS STREET

ANOTHER

AND E GQNQMY

PmIiIG

They Want to Know About That Cement
Bea-ve- n
Pavement Statement-Alderm- an
Champions Frugality-Stre- et
Light Petitions Presented.
'
The oii'y eo.inoil wants to know up- - and the petitions woe referred U the
light and fuel committee,
'at grounds Governor Stover t.ulldlnK.
A petition from W. J. Monsaur to
his assertion when he Intimated
ipeorb before the last meet Inn open a saloon t the corner of Copper
Good tkiveriimcnt league t lint avenue and North Third street In a
inl" irrmianlon had been uned building, which lie alleged In hla
trust to get its cement tit Ion, had been used as a saloon up to
in thei construct Ion of certain within a few weeks ago and was being
as a saloon al the time the
ents in the city of Albuquerque, used
Neustadt, at the close of (Utilises was passed prohibiting the
Hindi meeting, made a talk In tublishment of saloon west of Third
he said that a committee should street, was passed. He believed the
winted to investigate tho affair council should grant him the privilege
the place hi view of
Ive the result of the lavcstiga-- ! of
airing he for the 'these circumstances, without the pe-il- .
of the property
He fuilisequeutly mad1 a ino- - .tltlon of three-fourtthia effect, which was endorsed owners in the three blocks surround-dVi-meHanky mid Isherwood. Ing him as the law requires,
The petition was the occanlon for
isnd the council unanimously.
It was finally refer-mon Neustadt. Beav.n and Wil- - some argument.
werv appointed as a committee i red to the finance committee,
The city clerk read a coniinuuica-Stover and
lit upon (rovernor
formal demand to know upon tion from J. F. Pollock, assistant
he made the as rl ion ing commissioner of the general land
isk him to produce his proofs to office, giving directions about how the
:ty may obtain title to the mesi land,
in the allegations,
Neustadt, who Is a member of which consist of find acrvs. This
street committee,
declared he land, it will le remembered, was ofs ttiougli It was unfair to himself fered to Albuquerque by act of conell as to the other members of gress for the minimum price of $1.2o
ommlttee To let the statement go an acre. It Is to be used for public
purposes. The htter of Mr. Pollock
allerged.
. Hanley is
chairman of the was referred to the finance committee
t. committee.
He seconded the for reKrt of Its opinion alwiut iiow the
Dn of Mr. Neustadt.
He said he city should buy the land.
been closely connected with the
Officers' Reports.
lin"? of the pavements ordered
The city treasurer's report showed
council and he lik. wise wanted to
a
balance
on 'hand, Nov. 30 l'.Xiti, of
hown.
derma n Wilkerson was the only I12.35H.92.
The clerk's report showed licenses
iher of the council who opiosed
motion In its inception. He said collected for November to lie $1,413.
Chief McMillln reported $4."!i relid so because the rtniark, in his
turned' to the city treasurer from poion, was unworthy of serious
by the council. Alderman lice court fines.
The city physician reRrted twenty
rwood paid he thought the matter
deaths and ten births during the iast
lid be investigated thoroughly.
month.
Alderman Hayden of the fire comStreet Paving and Drainage.
11
members of the city council mittee reisirled that the change in the
telephone
lines would necessitate the
e preKent. last night with the
of Alderman Harrison when transfer of the electric fire alarm
or McKee called the regular meet, wires and batteries from the Autoto order. While there were no matic, system to the Colorado comters of more thHn passing iinport-- pany's lines and conduits and asked
determined at the liitHting there permission to proceed with the work
the Colorado company has
i much discussion of street Hiving which
drainage and how best to reduce agreed to perform at cost. The fine
city's expenses' when rfrtuln committee was given power to prorces of revenue will stop, which Is ceed with the necessary changes.
Alderman Wilkerson
icipated at no late date, according
presented a
the tenor of statements made at letter from Nelll B. Field to the grievmeeting of last night. Also there ance committee, in which objection is
a deal of smaller matters to en-;- e taken to the recent
of the
the attention of the council, teleuiione companies on the ground
ase were confined mostly to the that the merger was a. violation of
ding if petitions for lights while the franchise gVanted to himself and
protests against alleged nuls-e- s others for the Mutual Automatic Tele
1n the shape of unsanitary bsck Phone company, which specifies that,
when Uiut company should combine
"(Is were heard.
)ne petition to the city council with any other coinpany its poles and
ough t'he city physician recited wires should be forfeited to the rlty.
it the etitIonor, Mrs. Rnmlilni, who Mr. Field stated In the K'tition
that
tides on tli second floor of an ottlce ?n Increase In rates would follow as
soon as the Colorado connpany had
ildins en Hailroad avenue, Is
by the combined odors of a Cui-s- actually absorbed the Automatic line.
The letter was .presented without
restaurant, a livery stable, a city
oh ihat won't run and the refuse of recommendation and no action was
butcher shop. The council was of takeu.
Mayor McKee request d that ad
e opinion that the
was ill
biid situation and referred the mat-- r drpartments consult with the committee on legislation and present to It
to the hoard of health, with
outlines of such legislation as they deto act imniediat'dv.
sired to le introduced l,y Heinalillo
Mr. Eesven Protests.
county members In the coming sesWhen Alderman Hanley asked the sion of the legislature.
council about "now ii wuld hav l he
roilman, who Is assistant to the city
engineer, draw his pay of $1.75 a day, LARGE ATTENDANCE AT
a remonstrance
was provoked from
Alderman Heaven who inquired when
HIS. PRATT'S FUNERAL
the city would reach the limit of its
expenditure.
He was for letting oui
the rodman right then and there wit If
FLOWERS
AND
out any parley. "The rent on this MANY
MUCK
FEELING MANIFESTED OLD
building remains unpaid," be said,
RESIDENTS PRESENT AT
"and 1 would like to know what arSERVICES.
rangements 'nave been mad-- to liquidate it." The rent is being held back
a large attendance, con
There
was
landing th result of litigation, in
which the city is involved the mayor spicuous for ihe presence of many of
Albuquerque's older residents, at the
assured Mr. Ifcaven and also that impressive
services held over the renecessary steps are being taken to
mains of the late Mrs. Helen M.
take care of the rent matter.
Alderman Hanley was on the floor Pratt, at the head avenue Methodist
The feeling
with several explanatory speeches set church this afternoon.
ting out. the urgent necessity for a and love of the community was fitrodman to assist the engineer, who, tingly expressed in the profusion of
he says, has been greatly handicapped floral tributes which surrounded thfc
in making profile maps of the city remains, and in the. deep slucerlty
owing to tho fact that much valua .ie manifested throughout the entire proceedings.
information has been withheld
The services were conducted by
tornier iucumlients of the office Hev.
J. C. Rollins, pastor of the
were "placed on the "fee" system and
by Kev.
Thomas
would not turn over certain requisite church, assisted
lata which had never been placed on Harwood. Miss Mary Meuaul presidover
ed
organ,
the
the choir being untile.
Mr. Heaven withdrew his protest der the direction of S. Houghton.
when 'ne was shown that the engi- Among the selections rendered were
neer's assistant dr. w his pay theo- "The Homeland" and "Victory;" also
retically by the day and that when 'One Sweetly Solemn Thought" in
there w;is no work for him his salary the form of an anthem, lleside those
from private sources, floral contribusloped Instanter.
tions were sent by the following
Mayor Wants to Know.
bodies, all connected with the First
.Mayor Krank McKee would
Brotherhood of
like Me hodisi church:
very much to know what kind of ma- St. Paul, board of trustees, Sunday
terial will be most suitable for paving school. Mrs. Piatt's Sunday school
the busin.KS streets of Albuquerque. lass. Fpworth league and Ladies
He urged the street committee to re- Aid socitty.
port on this matter at the earliest
The following gentlemen served ns
time at the council meeting last
W. W. Mclxmahl, K
night. He Intimated that the evident V. Shut. George Dent, K. F. Weed.
1. Johnson. After
need of diving hells to get across the P. McCaHum and
streets since 'h- - recent heavy rains the services the Uidy was consigned
made the requirement of street paving to res- in Fairview cemetery.
apparent.
In the press notices of yesterday
Alderman Hanley htaltd it would be Mrs. v"el!. who lives in Chicago, was
necessary to provide some son of mentioned as a daughter of Mrs.
drainage system before the paving Hratf, which was incorrect, as she
imposition could be considered. "The is a sister. Mrs. Pratt haves beside
city engineer Is not working upon those mentioned yesterday as survlv-- .
plans for drainage and the reixirt will ing her, seven grandchildren.
probably l. tiled during the present
winter." said Mr. Hanley.
NURSERY PRODUCTS
"Hut we feel that the time has collie
when we must act," Intel pos.'d the
FRUIT
AND
SHADE TREES,
mayor, "and we want to find out now SHRUBS,
VINES AND FLOWERS.
whit kind of material we want to use BUY OF SOME
so that we will lie ready to act with- N. W. ALGER, 124ONE YOU KNOW.
SOUTH. WALTER
out losing any more time."
Mr. Hanley said he would have a STREET.
report ready when the engineer had ' lVof. A. K. Hrowu,
tine of the leadworked out the drainage prolileui.
ing violinists of Montreal. Can., w.il
makv his rim public apiiearanre at
Many Light Petitions.
i he Juvenile
concert, Colombo
Th re wen- - all kinds of light pe- hall. Wednesdayband
eveaing.
titions lead liefore the council
iast Is u violilnt of rare abilityMr.as Hrowu
those
night from all kinds of sources. These who have heard
him will attest.
c:inie from the Highlands, ihe
Home, the west side and south
NO SHORTAGEOF
GAS COKE,
of Railroad avenue, where only the CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMwinkle of a light Is seen occasionally. ICAL. EXCELLENT
FOR
OPEN
Alderman Heaven
rose to inquire GRATES, $6.00 PER TON. W. H.
about the biatc of the city's fiuances HAHN & CO.
,
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Blankets, Comforters
and Pil ows
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Pure, Wholesome, Reliable

Dr. Cams Name Was Poorly

Forged
Carlo Saloon Gets One For sfo.

Made from cream of tartar derived
solely from grapes, the most dell-cloand healthful of all fruit acids.
Its use Is a guarantee of perfect food
and a protection against the ills that
follow the use of alum,
and other low grade powders.

ALBERT FABER
....
dear as Crystal is our
CUT GLASS

'

'

iV

'

We Are Willing
to State

g

;

1k

THE VANN

Program

JEWELRY CO.

Roller Rink

DAY OR

--

.

.

Spanish

i

1

of the Albuquerque Business College

liar-min-

-

;

602-60-

UNREDEEMED DIAMONDS

COMPARE OUR $3.00 CABINET
PHOTOS WITH THOSE COSTING
COME SOON IF
TWICE THAT.
FOR
WANT
YOU
THE WORK
WITH OUR MODCHRISTMAS.
DAYS
ERN
PROCESS, CLOUDY
STUDIO
ARE JUST AS GOOD.
OPEN EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR.
EXAMINE OUR WORK.
M'LLETT STUDIO,

FOR CHRISTMAS

o

POUND

j

H. YAN0W, 114 R. R. AVE.

Set Teeth $8.

o

John Emory McKenna, the well
known banjo noloisi. will apicar
&
nesday evening at the I.eamard
l.ludemann juvenile bund concert and
will render a solo. Those failing to,
attend will miss u rare treat.

'

tus

SOUTH

FIRST

STREET.

for piin
Oil, siixiigest,

A specific

Dr. Thomas'
cheapest liniment ever devised. A 'household remedy in America for Zj years.

EUtrlc

imcf

Gold Crowns

$6

FID

I

C

Ufl. Li Ci

CDVIM
Willi

til

00LD

AND

Th

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8T0CK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North Fire-- t Street
Both Phonea.

9

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

EWEESBTT
THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

telephone

makes

the

117 Gold Avenue

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

SECOND STREET

For Your Christmas Table

LEADING JEWELERS

Ranges

d

& CO.,

the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

Whiting Building

PALMER
F.
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

Second-han-

duties lighter,

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

I

D

GIVE YOUR POULTRY MACHINE
n - vl o. LC33r. vl n. M .m. m
Al PA.
vuI ITi nurMurm,
GRAIN AND WILL
DO
YOUR B
MUKE GOOD. E. W. FEE,
4

New and

Perfect Condition

Convenience - Comfort - Security

C: LB FILLINGS $1.50 AND UP. Bridge Work. Porcclaia
All Work Guaranteed
Inlays and Painless Extraction.

3

W-d-- j

BOTH PHONES.

Only In Use Two Months

BORRADAILE

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

SALE.

10
at
On Friday. Dec. 7. Iftflfi
o'clock a. m. at the city hall the fol- lowing animals will be sold: One bay
horse alwut 10 years old. altout 800
lls., soniie white on both hind feet,'
Itraad on left hip; one roan borne,
about 10 years old about 700 lbs.,
branded "I1" on left hip.
THOS. McMIIIJN.
City Marshal.

602-60-

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE

'

Har-woo-

WILL
FIND
ANYWHERE
ELSE IN THE CITY.

us
Albuquerque lias Uvn
by AnBlankets from $.50 to $20.
other bogus check grafter, but to
what extent Is not yet known. The
Comforters from $1.00 to
Monte Carlo saloon has one for $10.
the autograph of Dr. D. H. Cams, of
$25.00 each.
which bears a very ioor likeness of
the Grant building.
alum-phospha- te
The poorness of this signature was
detected at a glance by Cashier Roy
McDonald, of the
Stale National
bnk, yesterday morning, when a native wearing a barkeepers' apron preThe mixtures called baking powders that sell for ten or
sented It.
308-31- 0
Railroad Avenue
Staab Building
"Where did you get this check?"
twenty-fiv- e
pound,
a
cents
a
or
an
cent
ounce,
are
all
alike,
was the bank cashhr's question.
made from alum and costing less than three cents a pound,
"From my boss." was the answer.
"At the Monte Carlo saloon," the man
Esaa
added.
you
your
"Well,
had better have
boss bring the check here,"' was Mr.
McDonald's Instructions to the por- JUVENILE
MUSICIANS
PHYSICIANS AND AN
ter.
IN
The check was taken in on Saturday night, but no one at the Monte
OFFER ENJOYABLE TIME
MBALMER
RETURNS
Carlo could describe the man who
had It cashed.
We Have Several Pieces for Your Selection
Dr. Cams was telephoned, with the
TO THE CITY LAST NIGHT FROM 1
result Mr. McDonald had prophe- INDICATIONS POINT TO SUCCESSA DAY'S STAY IN SANTA FE.
FUL CONCERT AND DANCE AT
sied. The check was a forgery.
COLOMBO
TOMORHALL
message
"1 received a telephonel)r. C. V. Harrison and" Dr. J. K,
ROW NIGHT.
Sunday from the Vendomo hotel, askI'earce. who, as memhers, nHended
ing If 1 had issued any checks on the
a regular mee'Jng of the New Mex- 28th, and I knew that I had not." said
ine conceit ami nail given by the Co Ixiard of health at Santa Fe yes
&
Jjlmleniann Juvenile ' terday, returned to the city last
the doctor.
"The voice over the
oann tomorrow evening, at Colombo nlRht.
'phone told me thaf a man there-ha- d
Dr. W. I. Radcliffe, another
two checks bearing my name one hall, promises to be one of the most member, pngaed through the city
preienuouH
for $10 and one for $2ii. I told them
anairs of tne kind ever from Helen. lr. Hart, of Raton, mid
Kurn in niuquerqiie,. ana if sunsiaii- - nr. Black, of I.aa Vegas, aceompan- that they were nnt genuine."
encouragement
In the wBy
ot led the three gentlemen to thU city
Vendome Just Misted Getting Caught. nai
To the public that thia is the beat
Is to be taken as a cri-- i last night and went north to their re
John Cornet ti, proprietor of the ncKet-lmyjnbought line of Cut Glas ever brought
Vendome, cashed one of the bogus teriou. it will be as successful as It apectlve homes this morning.
F. H. Strong, of the firm of O. W
Cams checks Samrday night, and ft la pretentious.
into thia city. We will positively
RiTong'g Sons, also returned to the
laid cosily In his money drawer until
prove, without doubt, that It has been
He appeared before the meiil
Sunday.
On Sunday morning , the going on since Jhe announcement ol city.
man came back, and in payment for Ihe affair a week ago has been very cal board, and the latter adopted a
the best selling line in our fifteen
his breakfast tendered a $20 hilt. In gratifying to the youthful musicians resolution to the effect that, the next
years in the businesa.. It Is being
the meantime Mrs. Content had be- and to the management, which ha& legislature be asked to create a sep'
board of examiners for embalm
come suspicious of the check, which spared nothing to make 'the occasion ara-tpicked out fait.
ing.
was also for $10, and when she was a happy one.
The
admission
will
be
$1.00;
ladies
tendered the $20 she told the man
Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
He free.
that he had better 'also It up.
BREAD and take no other.
GALL NOW AND
MAKE YOUR SELECTION!
The
Regiment
augFirst
orchestra,
came back again with another check,
but Mr. Cornettl hail become wily and mented for the occasion by the additrefused to cash it. This check was ion- of several musicians, will play
the dance music. The program which
,;
for $25.The man Is described as being followa will be presented for the first
about 40 years of age and of medium part of the evening's entertainment
height. He ate breakfast at n First and contains the namoS of capable
For the Week at Ibe
stree!' restaurant yesterday morning, performers who have been applauded
about three hours previous to the by Albuquerque audiences on previi
time the reporter called in tracing up ous occasions.
The Program.
the story, which was withheld from
If you wish to qualify for business
We offer thorough
yesterday's Citizen for the purpose of Overture "The Diamond"
you should attend the
courses In
. Southwell
aiding the police in effecting a capI
&. 1. Juvenile Band.
ture.
However, .he man had not
nd- Evenlg-miUe- d f.adieg
Monday
Mr. R. W. D. Hryaii
BOOKKEEPING
been apprehended at a late hour this Address
ENGLISH
free.
afternoon and the supposition Is that Select Ion "Midnight Driams- if
T
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
. . v . . .
Schlegrell
he left the city on one of the titorn-inTuesday and Wednesday Even-lug- s
CORRESPONDENCE
First Regimeiu Orchestra.
trains of yesterday.
Closed.
COMMERCIAL LAW
Selected
The checks used bv the man were Baritone Solo
SPELLING
Mr. R. W. Reynolds.
duplicates of those of a hook bear-- '
Evening
Couples
Thursday
SHORTHAND
Ing Dr. Cams' name, Issued Jo the, Violin Solo "Berceuse" from Jocclyn
only. Haritone solo by Mr.
TYPEWRITING
Mr. A. R. Brown.
State National hank from the Job
by
Reynolds. Trombone solo
AND
Selected
office of the Morning Journal Satur- j Trombone Solo
T. K. Ellis.
Mr. Kills.
day, and the supposition! Is 'that he!
filched them from the Journal office, j Banjo Solo
Friday and Saturday Evenings
Write or call for full
Lviciennu.
ir. ,ionn
Special musical programs.
is no checks are missing Com the,
un nie street ... aoutnweu
new book.
aiarcn
information.
Programs every evninji
& .. Juvenile Hand.
,
Futrelle-Oideonopera
Tonight at th!
house the fonr
accomMis. Rosa
act
"Strife" will bold the panist.
NOTE Mr. Ellis haa for years
n
packed
beards. The play deserves
("nickering BroiheiS' pianos furLibrary Building, Albuquerque, Naw Mexico
U'en assistant director of
i
strong
house- a it is presented by ii
& IJudemann.
nished by
con& Halley's famous
coinpany wllh good orchestra.
cert hand aad has studied
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00
abroad for six years.
COWS FAILING IN MILK CAN BE PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
QUICKLY
BENEFITED BY THE W. H. HAHN & CO.
USE OF INTERNATIONAL "STOCK
FOOD.
THREE FEEDS FOR ONE
SOUTH
CENT. E. W. FEE,
FIRST STREET.

-

1,

HAVING
BOUGHT
A
OUT
STOCK OF BLANKETS BEFORE THE
ADVANCE
IN
PRICES, WE ARE THEREFORE ABLE TO OFFER BET-TEVALUES, THAN YOU

.

--

--

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
J. sita'LEADING
-DRUGGISTS
82
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

BOTH PHONES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

oooooooo
The Si. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPL

A NO
CLUB ROOMS

O

O

t

o

ct

CHARLES L. KEPPELER
(Successor to Joseph
317-31- 0

T. Johnson)

Mouth Third

frt

New and Second-Han- d
Furniture and House Furnishing Goods. Furniture Repairing and Upholstering a
Specialty. Mattresses Made Over. All Work

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.
Its stendy nnd beneficent advance.
To promote this mutual Interchange
and assistance between the American
republics, engaged in the same great
Inspired by the same purpose, and
tak.
professing the same principles. I understand to be the function of the
American conference now In session.
There Is not one of all our countries
that can not lienefil the others; there Is
not one that can not receive benefit
from the others; there Is not one that
will gain by the prosperity, the peace,
the happiness ofyourall. program no grrAt
According to
and impressive single thing Is to he
done by you; no political uuesilons are
to be dlseust ; no controversies are to
lie Mettled; no Judgment Is to be past
conduct of any state; lint
rp'n the
are to lie consldeied
mnnv subject
which afford the possibility of removto
ing
intercourse; of ascerbarriers
Of American Republics by taining
what
for the common
advances have been made by each naRio
Root
tion In knowhilge. in experience, in en- s
terprise. In the solution of difficult
' Last July.
and In ethical
of government,
knowledge
standards: or perfecting our away
with
doing
and
of
other;
of each
the misconceptions, the misunderstandprejudices
that
ings, and the resultant
are such fruitful sources of controGIVEN BY ASSOCIATED
versy.
in the
And there are some subject
prvgram which invite discussion that
torepublics
may
American
lead
the
PRESS IN CONNECTION wards an agreement
upon principles,
of
application
general
practical
the
which can come only In the future thro
long and patient effort. Some advance
least may lie made here towards
With the President's Annual Mes- at
the complete rule of Justice and peace
among
nations In lieu of force und war.
sage to the American ConThe association of so many eminent
men from all the republics, leaders of
gress Today.
opinion in their own homes; the friendships that will arise among you; the
habit to temivrate and kindly discusinterest the
or Hie sion of matters of common.
rHiili'iit Htul
Mr.
ascertainment of common sympathies
Third Conference m Amvririm
and alms; the dissipation of misunderstandings; the exhibition to all the
Itoii:
American peonies of this peaceful and
I kK yon to Iwlii've that I highly
and tlmnk you for the honor considerate method of conferring upon
International questions this alone, unite
.
you do me.
Irrespective of the resolutions you may
i tirinic rrom my onutury ii npii-liiyou may
Hlwti-radopt
nlitt-and the conventions
hi the
KWlinK to her
sign: will mark a substantial advance
of Amerk-Hgood
respect,
in the direction of International
Unlike as we lire in many
are !1 understanding.
we are alike in this. lh;it we nnd
governTree
These tieneticent results the
engKei unihr new oonelllionH.
ami llmllu-tlon- a ment und the people of the 1'nited
from the Iriiilltlonnl forma working
out Stat, of America greatly desire. We
of ihe olil world in
wish for no victories but those of pence;
the name prohlem ot popular hkIi
for no territory except our own: for no
laboriouB task for sovereignty exci pt ttie sovereignty over
It U a illfflcult and one.
nor ourselves.
tVe deem tue Independence
of us. Not in
ech
conand
and equal ilshts of the smallest
In one century can the effective
Ion
so
of rhe family of nasoverelKit,
memlier
weakest
trol of a superior
tions entitled to as much respect as
dremiKl necessary to government, he reby the those of the greatest empire, and
jected and effective
1 ne
deem the observance of that respect
governed by perfected In Its place,
or the chief guaranty of the weak against
many
first fruits of democracy are
We
of the s,rong.
unlovely:
mistakes
the oppression
its
them crude and
desire any rights, or
failures many, its neither claim nor
are many. Its partial
we
powers
do
or
privileges,
that
sins not few. Capacity for man by freely concede to every American not
redoes not come to
learned and public. We wish to Increase our prosnature. It Is an art to
of character to perity, to expand our trade, to grow-iit Is Kino an expression
wealth, in wisdom, and In spirit, but
thousands tie rinveloied among all the sovereiguour conception of the true way to acpopular
of men who exercise
complish this la not to pull down othtYTo reach the goal toward which we ers and profit by their ruin, but to
forward, the governing help all friends to a common prosperare pressing
ity and a common growth, that we may
multitude must first acquire kimwlejlgo
education, all become greater and stronger tothat cornea from universal
exier-lencgether.
wisdom that follows practical
Within a few months, for the first
personal Independence and
of every
bentting men who acknowledge time the recognized I possessors
hope will be reprecan be and
replace
nents.
that
to
no miperior.
reacknowledged
rights
of
democracy
with
the
sented
a
which
control
external
obedience to the equal sovereign states In the great world
jects, respect for law, public
conbe
Hague.
congress
will,
will
This
The
at
of
lawful expressions
the world's formal ami final acceptance
sideration for the opinions toanda Interests
voice in of the declaration that no jiart of
of others equally entitled
con the
is
to be
American continents
the state, lovalty to that abstract
I,el
ception ones country as Inspiring as deemed subject to colonization.
sovereigns
to
pledge
each
us
aid
ourselves
personal
to
loyalty
that
or
hisfull
which has so Illumined the pages ofInter- other In thehumanity
which that acthe duly to
tory. 8ulKrdination of personal
of Justice cepted declaration Implies; so that In
ests to the public good, love order.
All time the weakest and most unfortunate
and mercy, of liberty and
patient of our republics may come to march
and
by
slow
seek
we
must
these
shortcomings
with equul step by the side of the
effort: and of how many
In his own land and among his owa, stronger and more fortunate. l,et us
help each other to show that for nil
people each one of us is conscious.
races of men the liberty for which
Yet no student of our times can fall the
alone but the we have fought and labored Is the twill
to see that not America swinging
away
sister of Justice and peace. Let us unite
whole clvllixed world Is
moorings In creating and maintaining and makfrom Its old governmental
ing effective an
public
and Intrusting the fate of its civilization
opinion, whose power shall Influence In
to the capacity of the popular mass, to
By this pathway mankind la ternational conduct and prevent Intergovern.
the muses
to travel, whithersoever it leads. I'p-o- n national wrong, and narrow
our great under- of war. and forever preserve our free
the suoresa of this
lands
depends.
from the burden of such arma
taking the hope of humanity
Nor can wa fall to see that the world ments as are massed behind the fronof Europe, and bring us ever
substantial progress towards tiers
makes
nearer to the perfection of ordered lib
more ierfect popular
I believe,
it to be true that, viewed erty. So shall come security and pros
a
perity, production and trade, wealth.
conditions
background
of
against the
century, a generation, a decade ago. learning, the arts, nnd happiness for us
all.
goi ernment In my own country has
Not In a single conference, nor bv a
vni ceil, in the Intelligent participation
of the great mass of ttie people, in the single effort, can very much be done.
You
they
labor more for the future than for
which
honesty
with
fidelity and
the present; but If the light Impulse be
are represented. In respect for law. in given.
If the right tendency be estab
sound
a
obedience t the dictates of
morality, and In effectiveness and purity lished, the work you do here will go
among
on
nil the millions of people in
of administration.
lung
American
continents
after
Nowhere In the world has this pro- the
your Una! adjournment, long M'i.-- your
gress beta more marked than In
lives,
with
incalculable
of
Indian
wrack
to
all
America. Out of the
fichting and race conflicts and civil our beloved countiie.H, which may it
fr.-(lod
please
governments
to
continue
wars, airontc nnd stable
ani
to c !ie-have arisen. Peaceful succession ill lie peiKleiit and happy for ug-cord with the peonies will has
ed the forcible seizure of power per
Indifference THIS MINISTER FOUND
bv the people's
nitled
Jxiyalty to country. Its peace, its dignity. Its honor, has risen above parf
The
leaders.
tizunshin for Individual
A WAY TO WEALTH
rule of law supersedes the rule of man.
Property Is protected and the fruits of
enterprise are secure. Individual liber
ty Is resnected. Continuous public noli
cles are followed; national faith id held
Denver. Colorado. Eke. 3. From
Progress has not been equal
sacred.
everywhere, but there has been progress pusior or a
onureh on a
everywhere. The movement In tne rignt modest s:iary to financier and mul
direction is general. The right tenden
In
a short spam of time
cy is not exceptional; it la continual.
The present affords just cause for satis- Is tart of the recent life hisiorv of
hope.
nrignt
Edward
J. Wilcox of this city.
with
faction: the future is
It is Hot' by national isolation that
While praachiaK in Pueblo a few
have tieen accomplished
these
years
atco the yount; tireaclior found
or that this progress can In- - continued
No nation can live unto itself alone and iilniuelf in tae eiubassassinsr ureirica- growth
live.
Kuril
nation's
continue to
nitirt of being unable to meet M
is a part of the development of the debts. Ho knew lie could never earn
race. There may be leaders and there
may lie laggards, but no natiiiii can
long continue very far in advance or
the general progress of mankind, and
no nation thai is not diaimcd to txtiuc
lion can remain very lar behind. It la
with nations as it Is with individual
corree
men: intercourse. asiinciKtinn.
lion of egotism by the Influence of oth
broadening
of views by
er's judgment,
the fxirtTtence and thouiiht of eipials
acceptance of the moral standards or
cQiiiinunlt v the duslre for whose good
a sanction to the rules of
opinion
uro the conditions
light conduct-the- se
A
people
of gronth in civilization.
open
whose minds are not
to the lessons
f the world's progress, whose spirits
are stirre.1 by the aspirations und the
arhim'cnieut
of humanity strtiKKlhig
and Justice,
the world irvr for
inimt be l.'ft behind by civilization in
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TOP OF HIGH SMOKESTACK
PLUCKY MISS RICH EY WOULD
NOT TAKE A DARE AND AFTER
BEINQ DRAWN UP 200 FEET BY
A ROPE SHE GAVE A BANQUET.
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SHE SERVED DINNER ON

A E.

Secretary

CITIZEN.

EVENLNO

Special Ctirresiondeiire.
niotiniitiKtos. 111.. Dec. 4. On tlif
com rite
(llz'.y top (tf the
smokestack Just completed by the lilt- nols. traction system
of Danville,
eight, persons Hat down to Hn elnb- banquet served by '
orate
Miss Marguerite Richoy, rue of the
ixipiilar young- women of Danville.
At the foot of the stack was gathered a crowd of sevral thousand !'
people, greatly Interested, Ji
the
novel M?rforniancc. From the ton of
the stack fluttered bunting and flag,
while the banqueters appeared as
mere pygmies.
The entire affair came tliout as a
sort of a prank, the first of which whs
a dare to Miss Ilichey, made more
In fun than In earnest to climb the.
dizzy stack asil serve a banquet to
the parly. She surprised Mr. Cur- by F.cceptlng,
such, the contractor,
and throughout the otdeal she did
not waver. The ascent or the stack
was ntade on the interior, c frail ladwide being t!.i?
der nine laches
mean of attaining the top.
Mr. Oursuch ascended first with a,
rope tbd aliout 'his waist, the other!
end of which encircled the slender
Kii'th of the young woman. Four'
times during the ascent Miss Richey
wan obliged to stop for breath anrt to
recover from dizziness but she clung
firmly each time to the ladder until;
the attack had passed, and then
bravely resumed the climb until the
top was gained.
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3. D. Eakia, President.
O. GloDjl, Vice President.
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PRAYS FOR BLESSING PROMISED
IN
SUDDENLY
BIBLE AND
SPEAKS
UNFAMILIAR

(
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of I Corinthians, Mrs. G. C. Shumate,
of 825 X. Sixteenth street, was shaken
with a strange power at a revival
meeting nnd begaa to FpenU rapidly'
In a language tli; t no o:ie could un-

c

i

Nev.,

after long prayer she has recelved the "gift of tongues" prom
ised to believers In the inn chapter!
I

V--

ft

Ik

V- i-

"

,
derstand.
The services, under the leadership
of Evangelist C. F. I. add. of Men-dota, 111., hail beea going on for two
weeks ft the little meeting house f
'
the First Advent, church. The church
seats hardly a hundred people, but
I
prayers had been offeied for the gift
of tongues with unflagging hope!
Mrs. Shumate is u.iabl-- : t: explain
her wonderful gift.' She .firmly believes that It conies trom God.
"That evening I could hardly writ
had finished."
until the ' evangelist
said Mrs. S'.uiliiiite. "A Strang? f el-- i
Ing came ovep me, rnd I liif he.l to
the altar and fell In a swoon while
something seemed to bo grasping my
throat. Then came the rush of wor.ls.
I I'on't atteni; t to explein it.
I only
8 For to one t kiico. by the Spirit.
know that It is
tha word of wifelum;' to another tUe
- answer to my
woH
of knowledge,' bjr the game Spirit t
week-'."
prayers for
9 To nother faith, by the Mnio Spirit j
Only two win:'
could Mrs. Sim-- '
to another the gutt ol hfiling." bj the
mate translate.
"Elien." she
unit Sf.wt ;
10 To ano'btr the working of ruirarlos;
means
means "amen." mi l "I.asea"
to another propheey j to nuothi-- r
"J'lSU."
of piriti ;, tii another dirrti kjmls of
touiiuca
to snMbcr tae intorptatioa
It was not until Izsrus A. MaJleU,
01 tOQKUetl
a Persian who had been a missionary
to south Russia, heard the strange
language, that It was Idejitiefld. Mai- - a nomarlic .tribe or Cuucasla," he of Azof. The word 'efies' does mean
said. "The tribe lives in the govern- 'ame.i,' and "'.snea'
lelc speaks ten languages.
'God' or
"It isnhe language of the Kalmucks, mont of Stravropol, east of the Sea 'God cs revealed to man'."
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conccdrd today to be the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Established

Known flpAiiT

1882.)

is ct iifu

s lecausc it is not
fermented in otic-- vats,
but in sriecial Pahst
stahd tanks into
which noairexct-ji- t pure,
fiHcreJ air ever enters.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

There are two classes of remedies: thoe of known quality and which are per mauently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony w ith nature, w hen nature needs assistance; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo- rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
the remediesof known qualityandexceller.ee is the ever,
pleasant Svru:? of
's. manufactured bv the California
Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
piants, Kno.vn to act most oeneiiciaiiy, in a pleasant syrup,
in winch the wholesome Californun Hue lis are used to contribute their rich, yet delicate, lruity flavor. It is the remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refreshandcleanse the systtm
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constipation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Its acthe principles and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
rem?Jy has therefore met with their approval, as well asu ith
the tjvor of many millions of well informed persons who kr.ovv
of their own personal knowledge and fiom actual experience
that it is a most excellent laxative remedy. We do not claim that
t will cure all manner of ills. but recommend itforuh.-iit
.v,
a laxative remeuy or Known quality and excellence,
Vr containi,'. ' nothiiv of an lili i,rt ion nhlr rir in ior ioi iq
r
&
. ii.
..
I Tilers nrn i.un Ihm.
i
,c:
.1,
i! aS tO the ili
(...
ll
irif v..f U'lnt
..,t,Mi..nin.ji i;ujr (HIU nil; fftJUUO iui nit; Alt
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage
to go
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of anv well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
its benctici.il effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
lo the credit of the druggists of the United States be it aiJ
that nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
anj the good will oftheir customers too highly to offer
LiV
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ment plan.
116 South Second street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
EVERYBODY INTERESTED IN THE
GAME MUST LEARN THE NEW
RULES. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN OUR GAME OF DOING THE
BEST PLUMBING WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES THERE ARE NO
RULES TO LEARN.
WE HAVE
ONLY ONE THE GOLDEN
RULE.
ENTRUST US WITH YOUR PLUMBING AND TINNING WORK.
ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED
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BlueRibbon
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In tilditlon to being the highest
I'.illwhy in iii world in point of aliunde ll is also the highest morally;
for, though Mr. Wilcox has dropped

is (Uumst because it is
not cooled in rooms where

men walk in and out, but
in
constructed
Sfat J cooirs where no
bieat'i of foul air can
faint it. It is etored in
sjx.-ciall-

stoniKv;
pctk-i- t

in age,

1'utity sn.l strength, tue

cl.-aa-

l Kvr bietn.il.

,
J

the "Kevereud" from his name since
becoming a finaucii r. he bus the
belief yet. Nothing an
l"llll'., Illm
,,.,, t.t ,'!!, i.. tr.,i..
uaiii ...v. Ills
railway on Sunday. It is the only
raiU'sy in the world on which his
r.ile Is firm as the roadbed itself.
Any bh:n lirlilng is a t mjier-- l ester.
The moi'e you Miuti the "ore it
itches. Doan's
cures pill's.
eczen:a :iny sklu itcliing. At all drug
stores.
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Hot

pleasantly situated,
easy to reach,
relieves pai::.
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builds up the 8y8tem.

cures rheumatism,
cures i dney ailments,

Springs
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Light and Power Go.

The Albuquarque Gas, Electric

f--i

The Cleanest Beer !

GAS
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enough la (Tie pulpit to get even iih
the world, and he decided it would
lie lv tter to quit presclilng and ko
into the mining business.
The outcome , of Ir all is that he
owns and coniii.lK the Waldorf niiues
In
Ihe Argentine. Colo., district,
worth ::tiiiii,iiiiii; nvn-- laud and
coinpaui.s. coal leK)sils,
real
and sioels that woul
ni'ke Mammon himself envious.
H
built ih,i Ai't'enliue Central
railway tin- - Jiinln-h- i
railway system
now operating in tli, world. It starts
ut Georgetown, Colo., and runs
miles, teimlualing on Mount McClel-lun- ,
lull feet below the lop of Gray's
leak, at a height of H.im" feet above

--

Hav been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. S.
Schlitz, YVm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayers Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to msntlon,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from tne bent Vrtneriev
DiBtllieries and Breweries la the United Statce. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice fclst,
Issued to dealers only.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars

e.

Lincoln,

O. Bachecb.1, Treajrarer.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLK&ALK DBALKRB IN

7

STRANGE "GIFT OF TONGUES

th'?

Chai. Mellnl, SocreUry

IT

Consolidated Liquor Company

AT REVIVAL WOMAN RECEIVES
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cures diabetes,

cures indigestion.
CUrtES DROPSY.
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manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., .ind in order
"
genuine article anj to get us peneiiviai coccta,
0I;- - bas only to note,
when purchasing, the full name ot
tf-Company California Flj Syrup Co. plainly printed on the
'r,,nt of every package. Price, 50c per bottle. One Mze only.
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FAYWOOD,

See Santa Ft Agent for round
trip rates, good tor thirty days.
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ing, or In all probability containing,
coal. The question, however, can be
properly
settled only by lrgBtlnn.
which In tnv Judgment should provide
for the withdrawal of these lands from
ante or from entry, save in pertain enpe-rlThe ownership
circumstances.
would iien remain In the 1'nltm Slates,
not, however, attempt to
should
which
the merry of the stronger party to a
them, but permit them to lie
dispute, regardless of the righteousness work
worked by private Individuals
a
of their respective claims. The proposed royalty system, the governmentunder
keepmeasure would be In the line of securing
oontrol as to permit it to see
ing recogntlnn of the fact that In many that such
price wan charged
no
strikes the public has Itself an interest consumers. excclve
would, of course, be as
which can not wisely be disregarded; an necessary to Itsupervise the rates chargInterest not merely of general convened by the common carriers t transfsirt
ience, for the question of a Just and the product
as the rates charged by
proper policy must also be considered. those
who mine it; and the
In all legislation of this kind It In well must extend to the conduct ofsupervision
the comto advance cautiously, testing each step mon carriers, so that they shall
by the actual results; the step proposed way favor one competitor at theIn ex-no
can surely be safely taken, for the de- pense of another. The withdrawal of
risions of the commission would not bind these coal lands would constitute a polthe parties In legal fashion, and yet icy nnalagous
to that which has lccn
would give a chance for public opinion
lu withdrawing the forest lands
to crystallite and thus exert its full followed
from ordinary settlement.
The coal,
force for the right.
like the forests, should le t rental as the
WITHDRAWAL OF COAL LANDS
property of the public and its disposal
It Is not wise that the nation should snouid lie under condition which would
I
Inure Inthe beneiit of the public as
alienate It remaining roul lands.
w hole.
have temporarily withdrawn from set
al

On.)

to better the relations
fort should be
Ureal tho the benebetween the two.
has been to their
schools
fit of these
colored pupils and to the colored people.
questioned
whether the
be
may
well
It
at least as (treat to
benefit has not been
amongpeople
whom these colthe white
ored pupils live Hfter they graduate.
furthermore, that
Ro It remembered,
who, whether from folly,
the Individuals
for office,
from evil temper, from greed
or In a spirit of mere base demagog-cryIndulge In the Inflammatory and Incendiary speeches amid writings which tend
to srouse mobs and to bring about
lynching, not only thus excite the mob,
but also tend by what criminologists
call "suggestion.'' greatly to Increase
the likelihood of a repetition of the very
crime against which they are Inveighing.
When the mob is
of the people
of one nice anil the man lynched I of
another nice, the men who In their
speeches and writings either excite or
Justify the action tend, of course, to excite a bitter race feeling and to cause
the people of tile opposite race to lose
sight of the abominable act of the criminal himself; anil in addition, by the
prominence thev give to the hideous
deed rtioy undoubtedly tend to excite in
tthcr brutal and depraved natures
thoughts of committing It. Swift, re-

III obtained In our public schools does
not do everything towards making a
man a good ctlzcn: hut It does murh.
The hmmt and mont brutal criminals,
the
those (or intat?e who commit
rime of rape, are in the (treat majority
men who have Imd either no education
or very little; Just an they are almost
Invariably men who own no pshperty;
for the man who put money by out of
hi earnings, like the man who acquires
eriuratlon. la usually lifted above mere
brutal criminality. Of course the man,
tye of education for the colored
taken aa a whole,k- -Ik such education as
I'M:
lloilawihsiawo
Ik confined for
and Tuskegee; where the boys anil girl,
women, are
young
the young men and
the
trained industriously as well as In The
ordinary public m hool branches.
turn out
graduate of these school cases,
and
well In the great majority of
hardly anv of them become criminals,
while what little criminality therevio-Is
never takes the form of that brutal
Kvery
lence which Invites lynch law.
the
graduate of these schools and for man
colored
every
other
matter of that
or woman who leads a lite so useful
will
and honorable a to win the goislneighand ressect of those whites whose
helps
the
bor he or she is. thereby
whole colored race as It can be helped
negro
In no other wav: for next to the
himself, the man who can do most to
help the negro is his white neiRhW
vjhn Uvea near him; and our steady ef

a
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CORPORATIONS MUST
BE UNDER CONTROL

lentless, and orderly punishment under
the law Is the only way by which criminality of this t ie can permanently la'
supprcst.

The 'present congress has taken long vlslon of the combination
as to prevent
strides In the direction of securing their injuring the pnlillc. or existing in
Inevitably
to
as
such
form
proper supervision and control by the
threaten Injuryfor the mere fact that a combinanational government over corporations
engaged In Interstate business a nil the tion has secured practically complete
enormous majority of corporations of control of a necessity of life would
tinder any circumstance
any slue are engaged In Interstate busishow that
ness. The passage of the railway rate such romliiuatlon wan to 1h prestimt-i- l
to lie adverse to the public Interest. It
bill, and only to a less degree the pasis unfortunate that our present laws
sage of the pure food bill, and the provision for Increasing and rendering morn should forbid nil combination, instead
of sharply discriminating between those
effective national control over the

LABOR, CAPITAL AND
DISCONTENT FEELING
with both hilK.r and capl- -

In dealing

tal. with the questions a'Tecting both
corporations and trades unions, there is
matter more Important to remember
aught else, and tnal Is the infinite
loirm done bv- nreacliers of mere ct content. These are the men who seek to
exclt a violent class haired against nil
men of wealth. They seek to turn wise
and proper movements for the better
control of corporations and for doing
away with the abuses connected with
weaitU. Into a campaign of hysterical
excitement and falsehood In which the
aim Is to inflame to madness the brutal
passions of mankind. The sinister demagogs and foolish visionaries who are
always eager to undertake such a cam-

S-

paign of destruction sometimes seek to
workassociate themselves with those
ing for a genuine reform In governmensometimes
and
tal and social netlnsls.
masquerade as such reformers. Jn reality they are the worst enemies of the
cause they profess to advocate. Just as
the purveyors of sensational slander in
newspaper or magazine are the worst
enemies of all men who are engaged in
an honest effort to better what is bad
condiin our social and governmental
tions. To preach hatred of the rich man
as such, to curry on a campaign of
Blunder and invective against him, to
seek to mislead and inflame to madness
honest men whose lives are hard and
who have the kind of mental training
which will permit them to appreciate the
danger In the doctrines preached all
the
this Is to commit a crime againstevery
laidy politic and to be false to
Amerof
worthy principle anil tradition
ican national life. Moreover, while such
preaching and such agitation may give
a livelihood and a certain notoriety to
some of those who take part in It. and
may result in the temporary political
success of others, lu the long run every
kiii'h movement will either- fail or else
will provoke a violent reaction, which
will itself result not merely in undoing
the mischief wrought by the demagog
and the agitator, but also In undoing the
good that the honest reformer, the true
upboider of popular rights, has painfully
and laboriously uchieved. Corruption Is
never so rife as In communities where
tile demagog and the agitator bear full
sway, because in such communities all
moral bunds become loosened, and hysteria and sensationalism replace the
spirit of sound Judgment and fair dealIn sheer
ing as between man and man.
revolt against the squalid anarchy thus
produced men are sure In the end to
turn toward any b ailer who can restore
order, and then their relief at being free
from the intolerable burdens of class
hatred, violence, and demagogy Is such
that they can not for some time be
aroused to indignation against misdeeds
by men of wealth: so that they permit
a new growth of the very abuses which
were in part responsible for the original outbreuk. The one hope for success for our people lies in a resolute and
adfearless, but sane and
vance along the path marked out last
year by this very congress. There must
be a stern refusal to be misled into following instincts and passions In order
to arouse, one set of Americans against
their fellows, or that other creature,
tepially base but no buser, who In u
spirit of greed, or to accumulate or add
to an already huge fortune, seeks to
n
exploit his
with
disregard to their welfare of soul
and body.
The man who debauches
others in order to obtain a high office
stands on an evil equnlity of corruption
with the man who debauches others for
financial profit; ami when hatred is
sown the crop which springs up can
only be evil.
The plain people who think the mechanics, farmers, merchants, workers
with head or hand, tho men to whom
American traditions are dear, who love
their country and try to act decently by
their neighbors, owe it to themselves to
remember that the most damaging blow
that can bo given popular government
is to elect an unworthy and sinister agitator on a platform of violence and hypocrisy.
Whenever such an issue fs
raised in this country nothing can be
guitifd by tlinchlug from it, for in such
The
case democracy is itself on trial.
triumph of the mob is Just as evil a
plutocracy,
triumph
of
the
thing as the
and to have escaped one danger avails
nothing whatever if we succumb to the
other.
in the end the honest man,
whether rich or poor, who earns his
own living and tries to deal Justly by
his fellowd. has as much to fear from
the insincere and unworthy demagog,
promising much and performing nothing, or else performing nothing but evil,
who would
on the mob to plunder
the rich, is from the crafty corruption-1st- .
who, fur his own ends, would permit the cHr.mon people to bo exploit
by tho very wealthy. If we ever let this
government fall Into the hands of men
of either of these two classes, we shall
show, uurseli.es false to America's past.
th demagog and the corrup-tionls- t
oltn work hand In hand. There
are at tins moment wealthy reactionaries of !. r. obtuse morality that they
regard Ine laibllo servant who prosecutes thetn Alien they violate the law.
to make them biar their
or who
proper si ire of the public burdens, as
being even i: :e object tollable than the
who hounds on the mob
iolent ait t'
to plunder it.e rich. There .s nothing to
such a reactionary and
choose beiwe.-'they
such an niiintnr; f uiulamentally
are alike m un:r seltish disregard of the
rights of u'heis; and It Is natural that
they sliiniei join hi opposition to any
Tiiovemofil or' which the aim is fearlessly
to On exa.:t .triil even Justice to all.
RAILROAD EMPLOYES' HOURS
LAW.
AND EIGHT-HOU) call j.u.r
i. Mention to the need of
ill limit ik the number of
l"issing th
l.cur of -- tnpio.v ineut of railroad em-- 1
loves. The ii. ensure Is a vry moderate one an. I i can conceive of no serious
us it is
thjeclinn to it. Indeed, so lar
m our power, it should b- - our aim
yttadiiy to re.luee the uuinbi r ot hours
I l.ibol. witn ns a goal the general
l
r
day. There
an
rod net Ion
are lndu.i'ri-- -i m which it is not possiole
that the hoi:rs of labor should he reduced; .'..it an there are Communities
''".wh advanced f'T such a
nut fur
in
inovenieiir to ie for their good, or, if no
situated that there is
tie triip..,.
their needs and ours
analofy lt'-tiin this ma't'-im the Isthmus of
for ir.sl nice, the conditions are In
way an different from what they
Berv
day would
re here that an eight-hou- r
be absurd ju.-- as It is absurd, so tar us
white
concerned,
where
the Isth.ni.i
lit bur can not be employed, to bother us
done
is
necessary
work
to wruta. r the
by aiier. buck men or by alien yellow
I'nil-ewageworker of the
men. Ib.t i
biules lire of so hitth a grade that
alike from the merely lndusttial standpoint and from the civic standpoint It
Mould
n. ojjtet to do what we can
cal-lo'- is

fellow-America-

Alor.-over-

t

v

;

In--

iglil-hou-

i

r

Pan-am;- !,

d

iieef-pucki-

the direction of securing the general
day. I'ntil
observance of an eight-hou- r
e
law on our
recently the eight-hou- r
eral statute books has been very scan-tlia- n
tlly observed. Now. however, largely
mm tnc
riimoninill y Ol me nurcau
of labor. It Is being rigidly enforced, and
I shall speedily be able to say whether
or not there is need of further legislation in reference thereto: for our purpose Is to see it obeyed ir, spirit no less
Half holidays during
than In letter.
summer should be established for govemployes;
it is as desirable for
ernment
wageworkers who .toil with their hands
a
for salaried officials whose labor Is
mental that there should be a reasonable amount of holiday.
LABOR OF WOMEN
AND CHILDREN
The congress at its last session wisely provided for a truant court for the
District of Columbia; a marked step In
advance on the path of properly caring
Ia-- t
me again urge
for the children.
that the congress provide for a thoro
Investigation of the conditions of chl.
Iiilsir and of the labor of women In the
I'nlted States. More and more our people are growing to recognize the fact
that the questions which are not merely
of Industrial but of social importance
outweigh all others; and these two questions most emphatically come in tin
category of those which affect in tin'
way the home life ot
most
the nation. The horrors Incident to Unemployment of young children lu factories or at work anywhere are a blot on
It is true that each
our civilization.
state must ultimately settle the quesway;
hut a thorn official
tion In Its own
investigation of the matter, with the
broadcast, would
results published
greatly help toward arousing the public
conscience and securing unity of state
In

fed-on-

i

Trans-Missou-

Is. how-

In

Inevitable sacrifice of life may be reduced to u minimum, but It can not Incompletely eliminated. It Is a great social injustice to compel the employe, or
rather the family of u killed or disabled
victim, to bear the entire burden of
such an inevitable sacrllice. In other
words, society shirks Its duty by laying
wueieas
tne wllole cost on ine victim, may
the Injury comes from what
the legitimate risks of the trade.
Compensation for accidents or deaths
due in any line of industry to the actual
conditions under which that Industry Is
carried on. should be paid by that portion of the community for the benefit
of which the industry is carried on that
Is. by those who profit by the industry.
)f the entire trade risk Is placed upon
the employ er he will promptly and properly add it to the legitimate cost of production and assess it proportionately
upon the consumers of I1I9 commodity.
It is therefore clear to my mind that
this entire "risk
the law should place employer.
Neither
of a trade'' upon the
oor,
as
far as I am Inlaw.
federal
the
formed, the state lawn dealing with the
question of employers' liability are
thnrogolng.
The federal
of course Include employes lu
navy yards, arsenals, and the like.
OF DISPUTES
INVESTIGATION
BETWEEN CAPITAL AND LABOR
by the
The commission appointed
president ictolier 18, I'.m!. at the request
operators
coal
of both the anthracite
and miners, to Inquire Into, consider,
and pass upon the questions In contro-In
versy In connection with the strike
the "anthracite regions of JVnnsylvanla
and the causes out of which tho controversy arose, in their report, findings,
and award cxprest the belief "that the.
should
state and federal governments may
b'iirovide lie tmiehinery for what
of
Investigation
called the compulsory
uud
controversies
between employers
exThis
employes when they arise.'
nresHion of belief Is descreving of ilic
favorable consideration of the congress
and the enactment of Its provisions Into
law. A bill has already been introduced
to this end.
show that during the twenty
years from January 1. lvsi. to December
mere were si naes an u.i . ..
:il,
H
estaoiisnmenis, ami o.nn.osi ewi...... .- '
Wen llliowu out. oi riiiin" hi- - in.
lug the ssme perlisl there wen- l.tufi
establockout .involving nearly ln.m-people
lishments, throwing over
out of employment. These strikes and
lockouts in. lived all estimated loss to
employes of v'.i.iT.'iih.iioii and to employ ers
The
of SI iJ,iio.'i, a total of $4.V1,II0,IM.
public suffered directly and indirectly
Hut
probablv as great additional loss.
was. did not
the nionev loss, great as it suffering
en- ih.. ar.uulsh uud
and children ol em
ier.t by in.- ivc stopl
work
wh
their
liloviu whose lav
stuns, or tin- dixasimus effect of the
sirik- - or lockout upon the business ol
employers, or tlti inert ase In the cost
iveiiienee ana
f products ami the in
loss to the public.
Manv of these strikes rtud lockouts
parties
would not have occurred had the appear
to the dispute la n ri quired
representbefore in unprejudiced body
ing the nation and. face to face, slnlf
In
the reasons lor their contention.
mvi iiiBianies the dispute would doubtless be found to be due to a mlsundcr- standing by t m h of the other s rights.
ot
aggravated by an uuw'iliiiiKtiees
either party to actepi as true the stale- luelltM of the other as til the justice or
Injustice of the matters In dispute. The
evereise of a judicial spirit by a
liody representing the
gov eminent, sueb us would be provided
by n coiniuis.iion on conciliation anil arbitration would tend to create an atmosphere of friendliness and concillu.
lion Ixtween contending parties; and
the giviuu each side an equal opportunity to present fully its case in the pres-i'Ie of the other would prevent many
dispute
from developing Into serious
strik-- s
or to. Louts, and. in other cases,
would en. hie the commission to persuade tie- opposing panic to come to
terms.
In tbit ut' of great corporate and labor coinuM.atiot'K. cither employers nor
elliojto e snouid be lei I Completely at
V.
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combination
which do good and those
Industry, mark an Important
Rebates,
advance in the proper direction. In the combinations which do evil.
Instance,
for
as often due to the
are
short session it will perhaps be difficult pressure
of big shippers tits was shown
to do much further along this line; and
It may be best to wait until the laws In the investigation of the Standard on
have been In operation for a number of company and as has been shown since
months before endeavoring to Increase by the Investigation of the tobacco and
their scope, because only operation will sugar trusts! na to the initiative of big
show with exactness their merit und railroads, often railroads would like to
combine for the purpose of preventing a
their shortcomings and thus give opportunity to define whal further remedial big shipper from maintaining Improper
advantages at the expense of small
legislation Is needed. Vet In mv Judgpublic.
ment It will In the end be advisable in shippers and of the general
Such a combination. Instead of being
connection with the packing house Inby
forbidden
law,
be
should
spection law to provide for putting a
favored. In
dale on the label and for charging the other words. It should Ik- - permitted to
railroads to make, agreements, provided
cost of inspection to the packers.
All
by
these laws have already justified their these agreements were sanctioned
The Interstate commerce the Interstate commerce commission and
enactment.
were
published.
With
these
conditwo
law. for instance, has rather amusingly
falsified the predictions, both of those tion compiled wllh It Is Impossible to
who asserted that It would ruin the see what harm such a combination could
railroads and of those who asserted that do to the public at large. ItI is a public
evil to have on the statute took" a law
It did not go far enough and would accomplish nothing. During the last live incapable of full enforcement Itecattse
both Judge and juries realise that Its
months the railroads have shown Infull enforcement would destroy the btml-ne- s
creased earnings and some of them uncf the country ; for the result is to
usual dividends, while during the same
make decent railroad men violators of
period the mere taking effect of the
law
the
produce I an
unprecedented.
a premium iigainst their will, and to put a
on the behavior pf the wilful
hitherto unheard of. number of voluntary reduction
in freights and fares wrtmgtliH rs. Such a result in turn tends
to
by
throw
decent man and the wilful
the
the railroads,
founding
the
wrongdoer Into close association, and
of the commission there has never been
In the end to drag down the former to
a time of equal length In which anything like so many reduced tariffs have the hitter's level; for the man who bebeen put Into effect, tin August ". for come a lawbreaker In one way unhappily tends to lose all respect for law
t
Instance, two days before the new
antl to Is- - willing to break It in many
Into effect, the commission receivway. No more scathing condemnation
ed notice of over five thousand separate tariffs which represented reductions could be visited upon a law than i contained In the words of the Interstate
from previous rates.
commerce commission when, in comIt must not be supposed, however, that
with the passage of these laws It will menting upon the fact that the numerbe possible to stop progress along the ous Joint traffic associations
do technically violate the law, they say: -- The
line of Increasing the power of the nadecision of the 1'nlted Slates supreme
tional government over the use. of capicourt In the
tal In Interstate commerce.
rase and
For example, there will ultimately be need of the Joint Traffic association esse has
enlarging the powers of the Interstate produced no practical effect upon the
railway operations of the country. Such
commerce commission along several different lines, so as to give It n larger associations. In fact, exist now "a they
did before these decisions, and with the
and more efficient control over the railsame general effect. In justice to nil
roads.
It can not too often be repeated that parlies, we ought probably to add that
experience has conclusively shown the it Is difficult to see how our Interstate
could be operated with due reImpossibility or securing bv
actions railways
to the inttsest of the shipper and
of nearly half a hundred dlffithe
rent ue, I .. gard railway
wltllnit concerted uction.of
the
legislatures anything but Ineffective
chaos in the way of dealing with the the kind afforded thru these associa
tion.''
Rreat corporations which
- I
conthat the law a
ate exclusively within the limitsnot ofoiier' This mean
one state. In some method, whether,anv
such
by strued by the supreme court
Unit
the
business
country
ft national license law or In
can
of
the
fashbe conducted without breaking It.
ion, we must exercise, and other
that at an not
I recommend
you give careful nnd
that
early date, a far more complete
consideration to this subject, and
than at present over these great control early
a control that will among other If you 11ml the opinion of the Interstate
commerce
justified.
things prevent the
that
evils of excessive you amend commission
the law so as to obviate the
ami that will compi
;
evil
disclosed.
.....
I
,
...
the
i,i
disclosure
eu.
he ......
fOI itVIOII
of Its stockholders and of its ,'Iproisrtles
INHERITANCE AND INCOME TAX
and business. wiiemcr owned directly or
The question of taxation Is difficult In
thru subsidiary or amnated corpora-ten- d any
country, but it is especially tlltlictilt
turns. This will
to mil t. u.,.. ... In ours
with Its federal system of govthe securing of Inordinate profits by fa- ernment.
taxes should on every
toieu individuals at the expense whether ground be iSome
levl.-in a sma.i district for
of
K
rai public, the stockholders
use
in
district.
Thus the taxation
or the wageworkers. Our effort should of real that
ecullarly one for the
is
estate
Ih- not so
much to on vent e..,w..ii.,u.
immediate locality In which the real esas such, but so to supervise
und control
tate is found. Again,
is no more
It as to see that It results In
no harm legitimate tax for any there
state than a tax
to the people. The reactionary
or
on the franchise conferred by that state
apologies for the 'misuse upon street railroads and similar corporor wealth assail the effort
to secure ation which operate wholly within the
such control us a step toward socialism
As a mutter of faet it is these reaction- - state boundaries, sometimes in one una
sometimes In several municipalities or
ar.es mid
who are other minor divisions of , an state. Hut
themselves most potent in Increasing there
are marly kind of taxes which
socialistic feeling.
of the most cf- only be levied by the general govllclent methods of averting the cons- t- can
ernment
so as to produce the best requences of a dangerous ngitation. which
because, smong other reasons, the
Is (HI per cent wrong, is to remedy the sults,
attempt
Impose them in one particuto
0 per cent of evil as to which
agr- - lar slate too often results merely
in
tatlon is well found.-d- . The best the
way to driving
the
cortsiratlon or Individual afavert the very undesirable move for the fected to some
locality
or
other
other
governmental ownership of railways Is state.
The national
government
lias
to secure hy the government on behalf long derived
its chief revenue from u
of tin. people as a whole such adequate
turlfT on Imports and from an internal
'
;
i"uimiiin or the great In excise tax. lu addition to these there
terstate common
carriers us will tlo is every reason why, when next our sysaway with the evils
give rise to tem of taxation Is revised, the rational
the agitation against which
8.. the government should Impose a graduated
proper antidote to the dangerous
inheritance tax. and. If possible, a gradw li ked
agitation against the men und
of uated Income tax.
The man or great
wealth ns such in to secure bv proper
wealth owes it peculiar obligation to tho
legislation and executive action "the
n
state,
because
he derives special adof the grave abuses which actualvantages from the mere existence of
ly do obtain In connection
bus).
with
the
government.
Not only should he recog.
...... ...
lless use of Wealth o,
nise this obllgution in the wav he bads
system or rather no mm,-- of
f,.iior. his daily life and In the
way he earns
to exercise any adequate control at all. and
spends bis money, but it should also
Home persons speak as If the exercise
be
by
recognised
way
the
in which he
ot such governmental
control would do pays for the protection the state gives
away with the freedom
of Individual him. Ou the one hand, it is desirable
Initiative and dwarf individual
thm he should assume his full and
This is not n fact, it would be n effort.
proper
veritof the burden of taxation,
able calamity to fall to put a premium where share
the men who vote the tax pav
tiMin Individual Initiative. Individual cabut
little of It. there should Is- clear
pacity and effort; upon the energy, recognition
the danger of inauguratcharacter, and foresight which it Is so ing any suchof system
save In a spirit of
important to encourage In the individentire
Justice
Whenmialenilion.
ual. But as a matter of fact the dead- ever we. as a and
people,
undertake t i reening end degrading effect of pure so- model our taxation system
along the
cialism, and especially of its extreme
lines suggested, w.y must make It clear
form communism, and the destruction beyond
our
that
aim is to
of individual
character which thev distribute the burden of supporting the
would bring ahum, ure lu mirt a,
government more equitably than at
t,y the wholly uiiregulal I competition
present: that we Intend i treat rich
w hich results In a single
individual in- man and poor man on
of absocorporation rising at the expense of all lute equality, and that awebasis
regard it us
others until his or its rise effectually equally fatal to true democracy
to tio or
checks all competition und reduces forpermit Injustice to the one as to do or
mer competitors to a position of titter permit Injustice to
the
other.
Inferiority and subordination.
I
am well aware that such a sublecl
In enacting and t nfon lug such legisns this needs lung and careful study In
lation as this congress already has to order that the people may become faits credit, we are working on u coherent
miliar with what Is proposed
done,
plan, with the steady endeavor to se- may clearly see the necessityto be
of
cure the needed reform by the joint acwith wisdom anil
tion of the moderate men. the plain and may make tip their minds Just how
men who do not wish any thing hysterifar tiny are willing to go in the matcal or dangerous, but who tlo Intend to ter; while only trained legislators
can
deal in resolute common-sensfashion work out the project in necessary detail.
wllh the real and great evils of the Hut I ft el that in the near future our
present system. The reactionaries and national legislators should enact a
the violent evueiulsis s.iow symptoms
providing for a graduated inheritance
i f joining
hands against us.
Both astax by which a tltadlly increasing rale
sert, for Instance, that if logical, we of duty should be put upon
moneys
should go to government ownership of or other valuables coming byull gift, berailroads and the like; the reactionaries, quest, or devise to any Individual inon such an Issue they think the corporation.
It may bt well to make
people would stand wllh them win!.the tax heavy lu proportion
the indithe extremists care rather to preach vidual belletlleil is remote as
of kin. Ill
discontent and ugll.ttioti than to achieve any event, lu my judgment the pro
rata
solid results. As a matter of fact, our of ihe tax should increase very heavily
position is as remote from that of the with the increase of the amount left t'i
Houihon reactionary us from that of the any one individual
after,
certain
impracticable or sinister visionary. We point has been reached. Ith, a most
dehold that the government
should not sirable to encourage thrift and munition,
conduct the business of the nation, but and u potent source of thrift und ambition Is the desire on the part of
thai it should ex reise such
as will insure its being conducted in
to leave his
well
i
liitei.-snation,
of the
our aim Is. off. This object can lie children
the
attained
so far as may be. to secure, for ail de- the tax
sm..ii ,n moderate
cent,
men. equality 'of op amount
of piop.riy bfi; because the
prime object should be to put a conportunity and equality of burden.
The actual workinu' of our laws has stantly Increasing burden on the Inherishown that tin- effort to prolnl.it ull tance of those swollen . fortunes whii h
combination, good or bad. is noxious it Is certainly of no hent-ito this country to pcrpctuat-w here it is not
e. Combination
Tln-rquestion
of capital like coinlti.tatioti of labor is u
to
of the ethi
tan.be
o'-present tntius- - cal propriety of the government thus d.
necessary
upon w hicli
trial b.vsieiu. H is not possible rum - termiuing the conditions
pletely to prevent it; and if it were poo- any mil or Inheritance should I
slide, such complete prevention would reived. Kxuclly how far the inheritance
do tiamaye to the body politic.
What ta would, us an incident, hav the
need is not vainly to try to prevent tcct of limning the transmission by
coicbin-itiousecure
to
alt
but
such rig- - (devise or gut of the enormous fortunes
oi'ous ami atlei.uate c diet and super- - j in question it is not necessary at pre
law-ha- s

the matter. There
ever, one law on the subject which
should be enacted Immediately, liecause
there is no nted for an investigation In
reference thereto, and the failure to
enact It Is discreditable to the national
government. A drastic and thorngolng
child-lablaw should be enacted for
the District of Columbia and the territories.
EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY.
Among the excellent laws which the
congress pust at the last session was an
liability
law.
employers'
it was u
marked step In advance to get the recogon the
nition of employers" liability
statute books; but the law did not go
far enough. In spite of all precautions
exercised by employers there are unavoidable accidents and even deaths Involved in nearly every lino of business
connected with the mechailc arts. This
action

CITIZEN.

tlement all the land which the geological survey has Indlmted as contain-
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PAGE SEVEN.

enl to discuss.. It Is wise that progress
In this direction should he gradual. At
first a permanent national Inheritance
tax. while It might be more substantial
than any tax has hitherto been, need
not approximate, either In amount or In
Ihe extent of the Increase by graduation, to what such a tsx should ultimately be.
again and
This specie of tax hir
again been Imposed, althn only temporarily, hy the national government.
It was first Imposed by the act of July
1797. when the maker of the constitution were alive and at the head of affair. It wa a graduated tax; tho small
In amount, the rate was Increased with
the amount left to any Individual, exceptions being made in the cane of certain close kin. A similar tax was again
Imposed by the act of July 1,
a
minimum sum of one thousand dollars
In personal
property being excepted
from taxation, the tax then becoming
progressive according to the remoteness
of kin. The
act of June 111,
isiw, provided
or an inheritance tax on
any sum exceeding the value of ten
thousand dollar, the rate of the tsx increasing Isith In accordance wllh the
amounts left antl In accordance with the
legatee's remoteness of kin.
The supreme court has held that the succession tax Imposed at the time of the civil
war was not a direct tax, but an Impost
or excise which wa both constitutional
antl valid. More recently the court. In
an opinion delivered hy Mr. Justice
White, which contained nn exceedingly
able and elaborate discussion
of the
powers of the congress to Impose death
duties, sustained the constitutionality
of the lnherltance-tafeature of the
act of 1X9H.
It
In
Incidents, and apart from the
main purpose of raising revenue, an Income tax stantls on nn entirely different
footing from an Inheritance tax; because
It Involve
no question of the perpetuation of fortune swollen to an unhealthy
slxe.
The question I In It essence a
question of the proper adjustment of
burdens to
As the law now
stands It i undoubtedly difficult to devise a national Income lax which shall
be constitutional.
Hut whether it is absolutely Impossible is another question;
and If possible it Is more certulnly
The first purely Income-ta- x
law
was past by the congress In 1B81. but the
most Imttortant law dealing with the
subject was that of WH. This the court
held to be unconstitutional.
The question I undoubtedly very Intricate,
antl troublesome.
The
decision of the court wa onlv reached
by one majority. It is the law of the
land, nnd of course is accepted ns such
and loyally obeyed hy all good cltl-seNevertheless, the hesitation evidently fell by the court as a whole In
coming to a conclusion, when considered together with the previous decisions
on the sublecl, may perhaps indicate
the possibility of devising a constitutional income-ta- x
law which shall substantially accomplish the results aimed
at. The difficulty of amending the
Is so great that only real necessity can Justify a resort thereto.
Kvery effort should be made in dealing
with this subject, as with the subject of
the proper control by the national government
over the use of corporate
wealth in interstate business, to devise
legislation which without such action
shall attain the desired end; but If till
falls, there will ultimately be no alternative to a constitutional amendmt-irTECHNICAL AND IN.
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DUSTRIAL TRAINING

It would lie Impossible to overstate
itlio it is of course difficult quantitative.,
ly to ineasurel the effect upon a nation's
growth to greatness of what mav tie
called
organized
patriotism.
which
necessarily Includes the substitution of
a national feeling for mere
IimhI pride:
with as a resultant a high ambition for
the whole country. No country can develop its full strength so lnng as tho

parts which make up the whole each
put a feeling of Invaltv to the part
above the feeling of loyalty
to the
whole. This In true of section and It
I
as true of classes.
Ths, IndusJut
trial antl agrtciiltural rlannes mut work
together, capitalist
and wageworkers
must work together, if the best work of
which the countrty I capable is to be
done. It Is probable that a thnroly efficient system of education comes next
to the Influence of patriotism In bringing about national success of this kind.
Our federal farm of government,
so
fruitful of advantage to our people In
ways.
ways
In
undoubtedly
certain
other
limits our national effectiveness, it Is
not possible, for Instance, for the nn
tlonal government to take tne lead In
technical Industrial education,
to see
that the public school system of this
country develops on all Its technical. Industrial, scientific, and commercial sides
Thl must be left primarily to the several states. Nevertheless,
the national
government ha control of the schools
ot tne District of Columbia, and it
should nee thnl these schools promote
aim encourage me I idlest development
of the scholars In both commercial and
industrial training.
The
training would In one of Itscommercial
branches
ne.il With rorelgn trade. The Indiirstrlal
training Is even more important.
It
should be one of our prime ohiect a a
nation, no far a feasible, constantly- to
work toward putting the mechanic, the
wageworker who works with hi hands,
on a higher plane of efficiency and re
ward, so as to increase hi effectiveness
In the economic world, and the dignity,
the remuneration, and the power of hi
l
position in the
Unforworld.
tunately, at present the effect of some
or tne work In the public school
in
the exactly opposite direction.
If boys
and girls are trained merely In literary
accomplishments, to the total exclusion
t.f Industrial,
manual,
and technical
training, the tendency Is to unlit them
for industrial work and to make them
reluctant to go Into It, or unfitted to do
well If they do go Into It. This is a
which should be strenuously com-
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bated. Our Industrial development depends largely upon technical education,
Including In this term all industrial edu
cation, from that which fits a man to
be a good mechanic, a gotst carpenter,
or blacksmith, to that which fits a man
to do the greatest engineering
feat.
The skilled mechanic, the skilled workman, can best become suCn hy technical
Industrial education.
The
usefulness of institutes Of technology
and schools of mines or of engineering.
Is now universally acknowledged, and
no less
Is the effect of a
gtssl building or mechanical
trades
school, a textile, or watchmaking,
or
engraving school.
All
such training
must develop not only manual dexterity
hut Industrial Intelligence. In interna
tional rivalry this country does not
have the fear the competition of pauper
labor as much as It has to fetir the educated labor of specially trained
and we should have the education of the hand, eye, and brain
which will lit us to meet such competition.
In every possible way we should help
the wageworker. who toils with his
hand and who must (we hope In a
Increasing measure! also toll
with hi brain. 1'nder the constitution
the national legislature can do but little of direct Importance for nl welfare
save where he is engaged in work which
permits It to set under the interstate
commerce clause of the constitution;
nnd this Is one reason why 1 so earnestly hope that both the legislative and
judicial branches of the government will
construe this clause of the constitution
In the broadest possible manner.
We
can, however. In such a matter as Industrial training. In such a matter ns
child labor and factory laws, set an example to the states by enacting
the
legislation
most advanced
that can
wisely be enacted for the District of
Columbia.
s;

IMPROVEMENT

OF

FARMERS CONDITION
The only other person whoso welfare
as vital to tne welfare of the whole
country a Is the welfare of the
are the tillers of the soil, the
farmers.
It is a mere truism to say
no
growth
that
of cities, no growth of
wealth, no industrial development can
alone for any falling otT In the character anil standing of the farming population. During the last few decades this
fact has been recognized w.ih
clearness. There Is no longer
any failure to realize mat farming, at
least in certain branches, must
a technltal and
scleutllltprofession.
This means that there must lie open to
farmers the chance for technical
and
scieiitlllc training, not theoretical merely but of the most severely
practical
ty pe. The farmer represents a peculiarly high
of American citizenship,
and he must have the same chance to
rise antl develop as o. er American
citizens have. Moreover, It is exactly
es true ot the farmer, as It is of the
business man and the wageworker, that
the ultimate success of the nation of
which he forms a part must be founded
not alone on material
prosperity
but
upon high moral, mental, and physical
development.
This education
of the
by
farmer
preference,
but also education from the lailslde. as
wllh all other men Is peculiarly necessary here In the i'nlted Stales, where
tile frontier conditions even in the new-tstates have now nearly vanished,
where there must be a substitution of a
more intensive system of cultivation for
the old wasteful farm management, and
where thorw must be a better business
organization among the farmers themselves.
fey eral factors must
In the
improvement of the furmer s condition.
must have the chance to la- - educated
in the widest possible
sense in the
sense which keeps ever In view the intimate relationship between the theory
ot education and the fact
of life. In
ail education we should widen our ulm.
Il is a good thing to produce a certain
number of trained scholar anil students: but the education superintended
by the state must seek rather lo produce a hundred good citizens than merely one schohtr, and it must be turned
now nnd then from the class book to
the study of tho great boog of nature
itself.
This is especially true of the
farmer, us has been pointed out again
and again by all observers most competent to puss practical Judgment on
the problems of our country life.
All
now
student
realize that education
must seek to train the executive istwers
of y oung people and to confer more real
signliieance upon the phrase "dignity of
labor," and to prepare the pupils so that
In addition
to each developing in the
highest degree his Individual capacity
for work, they may together help creute
a right public opinion, and show In
many ways social and
spirit, organization has become necessary in the business world; and it has
act oinpllshetl much for good in
the
world of labor, it is no less necessary
for farmers. Hiich a movemt-n- l
as the
Ktange movement Is good in Itself und
Is capable of a
infinite further extension for good so long as it is
kept to its own legitimate business. The
bent-utto In- derived oy the association
of tanners for mutual advantage ure
partly economic unit partly.Moreover, while lu the long run voluntary effort will prove more efficacious
lli. m government assistance, while the
farmers must primarily do most for
themselves, yet the government can also
do much. The department of agriculture has broken new ground In many
direction, und yeur by year it limls how-ican improve its mcthisis antl develop
fresh usefulness. Its constant effort is
to give the governnient.il assistance in
the most effective way ; thai Is. thru associations of farmers rather than lo or
thru individual farmers. It is also striving to
its work with the
aKrietiltural departments of the several
stales, and so far as lis own work Is
educational, to
it with the
work of other educational authuritit s.
Agricultural
education
is necessarily
based titou geiierul education, but our
agricultural etlucationui institutions are
wiseiv specializing themselves,
niuking
tneir course relate to the actual teach-iragricultural
ol the
and kindred
seiini-i-lo young country people or
oung lily people who with to live in
lb.- country.
progress ha already
i beat
mude
among farmers by the creation of funnels institutes. t.f dairy associations, of
'
associations, horticultural
Or,
und the like. A striking ex-ie of how the government and the
f line rs can
is shown in tonne, lion .with the menace offered to the.
growers
of the southern states
lotn-I.) the udvuuce of the laid weevil.
The
I
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department Is doing all It can to organize the farmers In the threatened districts. Just as it has been doing all
can to organize them in aid of Its work
to eradicate the cattle fever tick In the
The department can and wi
south.
with all such associations,
nnd It must have their help if Its own
work is to lie done In the most efficient
.
stvle.
IRRIGATION

AND

FOREST PRESERVATION

Much Is now lielng done for the states
of the KiHky mountains
and greut
plains thru the development of the national policy of irrigation nnd forest
no government, policy for
the betterment of our Internal conditions has been more fruitful of good
than this. The forests of the White
mountains and southern Apimlachlan
regions should also be preserved; and
they can not lie unless the people of
the states In which they lie. thru their
representatives In the emigres secure
vigorous action by the national government.
MEMORIAL AMPHITHEATER
AT ARLINGTON
1
Invite the attention of the congress
to the estimate of the secretary of war
for an appropriation to enable him to
liegln the preliminary work for the construction of a memorial amphitheater at
Arlington.
The tlrand Army of the Republic In Its national encampment has
urged the erection of such an amphitheater as necessary for the proper observance of Memorial day and a a' fitting monument to the soldier and sailor
tleud burled there.
In this ( heartily
concur and commend the matter to the
favorable consideration of the congress.
MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
I am well aware of how difficult it is
to pass a constitutional amendment.
Nevertheless in my Judgment the whole
question of marriage and divorce should
lie relegated to the authority of the national congress.
At present the wide
differences In the laws of the uifferent
state on this subject result in scanduls
and abuses; und surely there is nothing
so vitully essential to the welfare of the
nation, nothing around which the nation
should so bond Itself to throw every
safeguard, as the home life of the average citizen.
The change woultl be good
from every standpoint. In particular It
would be goml because it would confer
on the congress the power at ouee to
deal radically and efficiently with polygamy; and this should be done whether
or not marriage and divorce are dealt
with. It is neither safe nor proper to
leuve the question of poly gamy to be
dealt with by the several - states. Hower
ihi witti iv snotuti
to
cniiierrcu oil
the national government.
Witeu home ties are loosened; when
men and women cease to regard u
worthy family life, with all lis duties
fully performed, and all Its responsibilities lived up to, as the life
worth
living; then evil days for ths commonwealth are ut hand.
There are regions
In our land, and classes of our population, where the birth rate has sunk below the death rate.
(surely it snouid
need no demonstration to show that wilful stirllity, is. from the stand-stinof
the nation, from the standpoint of the
human race, the one sin for which the
penalty Is national death, race death: u
sin for which there Is no atonement; a
sin which Is the more dreadful eactly
In proportion us the men and women
guilty thereof are lu other respect. In
character, and bodily and in ntal powers, those whom for the sake of the
state It would be well to see ihe fathers
children,
uud mothers of many
well brought up In homes made huppy
hy their presence. No man, Mi woman,
can shirk the primary tbitits of lift,
whether for love of ease and pleasure,
or for any other iuuhc, ami retain Ins oilier
presei-valion-
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me tmce again call the attention
of the congress to two sublet is concern-luwhich 1 have frequent ly before
with them. Otic is the question of developing American shipping.
e
1
trust that a law emlHslylug in
the views, or a major part of the
views, expr.-sin the report ou this subject laid before the house at us last
am well aware
session will lie pusl.
years objectionable
tliul in former
ineasuies haw been proposed in reference to the encouragement ol American
shipping; but it seems lu me that the
proposed measure is as nearly nnolj,t
tlonable us any can be. It will of course
benefit primarily our scuho.trd states,
such us Maine. Loulsianu. am. Washington; but what benefits part of ur peo
g

1

ple In ths end benefits all; Just
government ikl to Irrigation and forestry
In the went I realy of benefit, not only
to the Kocky mosntntn ststes, but In
sll our country. If It prove Impracticable to enact a law for the encniirag-s-men- t
of shipping generally, then at leant
provision should be made for better
communication
with
South
America,
notshlv for fnst mall linen to Ih rhl- -l
Bouth American port.
dlncredlt-sble
It Is
to us that our business people, for
lack of direct communication
In
of lines of steamer with Moutb
America, should in that great sister
tinent be at a disadvantage compare- to the business people of Kurnpe.
CURRENCY REFORM
I epertatly call your attention to tba
second subject, the condition of our
laws. The national bank act has
ably served a greut purpose In aiding
the enormous business development of
the country: nnd within ten year ther
ha been an Increase In circulation per
capita from $.11.41 to $.'.1.(W. Kor several
years evidence has been accumulating
legislation
that additional
is needed.
The recurrence of cuch crop sesnon emphasizes the defect of the present laws.
There must soon be a revision of them,
because to leave them a they are mean
to Incur liability of business disaster.
Hlnce your htaly adjourned
there halt
been a fluctuation in the interest tin
call money from 2 per cent to 30 per
cent; and the fluctuation
wan even
greater during the preceding six months.
The secretary of the treasury had to
tep In and by wise action put a stop to
the most violent period of osclllntlon.
Kven worse than such fluctuation is the
advance In commercial rates and th
uncertainty felt in the sufficiency of
credit even at high rates. All commercial interests suffer during each crop
period. Kxcessive rates for call money
In New York attract money from the Interior bank Into the speculative field;
this depletes the fund that would other
wise be available for commercial uses,
and commercial borrowers are forced to
puy abnormal rates; so that each fall a
tax. In the shape of Increased interest
charge. I placed on the whole com
merce or ine country.
The mere statement of these facta
shows that our present system Is seriously defective.
There is need of a
change.
I'nfortunately, however, many
of the proponed changes' must be ruled
from consideration
because they are.
complicated, are not easy of comprehension, and tend to disturb existing
rights and Interests.
We must wIm
rule out any plun which would materially impair the value of the United
Htatea 2 per cent bonds now pmlgen? to
secure circulation, the Issue of which.
,ee a i iti iy
u.
"
vuiiMiiiuim
creditable to the treasury.
I do not
press any especial plan. Various plun
hnve recently been proposed by expert
committees of bankers.
Among the
plans which are possibly feasible and
which certainly should receive your consideration is that repeatedly brought to
your attention by the present secretary
of the treasury, the essential features;
of which have been approved bv many
prominent bankers and business men.
According to this plan national banks
should be permitted to Issue a specified
proportion of their capital In notes of a
given kind, the issue to be taxed at so
high a rate as to drive thw notes back,
when not wanted in legitimate trade.
This plan would not permit the Issue of
currency to give banks additional protlts.
hut to meet the emergency presented by
times of stringency.
tlo not say that this I the right system. 1 only advance It to emphasize my
belief that there is need for the adoption of some system which shall he automatic and open to all sound banks, so
as to avoid all possibility of discrimination and favoritism.
Such a plan would
tend to prevent the spasms of high
money and speculation which now obtain in the New York market:- - for at
present there is too much currency at
certain seasons of the year, and Its accumulation at New York tempts bankers to lend it at low rates for speculative purposes: whereas at other times
when the crops are being moved there
is urgent need for a largo
temporary tncreuse In the currencybut
supply. It
must never be forgotten that this question concerns business men generally
quite as much as bankers; especially is
this true of stockmen,
farmers, antl
business men in the west; for at present
at certain seasons of the year tlie difference In Interest rates between the east
and the west Is from 8 to JO per cent
whereas in Canada the corresponding
difference Is but H per cent. Any plun
must, of course, guard the Interests of
western and southern bangers as cara-ful- ly
as it guards the Interests of New
York or Chicago bankers; and must be
drawn from the standpoints of the
farmer and the men-hun- t
no less than
from the stantlpoints of tho city banker
antl the country banker.
The law Bhould la amended so ns
to provide that the funds derived from custom duties may be treated by the secretary of the treasury as
he treats funds obtained antler the'
rnal-revenue
laws. There should be a
considerable Increase in bills of small
denominations.
Permission should b
given banks. If necessary under settled
restrictions, to retire their circulation to
a larger amount than three millions a
inunth.
PHILIPPINE TARIFF
I most earnestly hope that the bill
a lower tariff for or else ahso
lute free trade lu Philippine produrtt
will I income a law. No harm will corns
to uny American industry: and while,
there will be some small but real material benefit to the Filipinos, the muln
benefit will come by"the showing made
as to our purpose to do all In our power
for their welfare. So far our action In
the Philippines has been abundantly Justified, not mainly and Indeed not primarily because of the added dignity It
has given us as a nation by proving
that we ure capable honorably and efficiently to bear the internal burdens
which a mighty people should bear, but
even more because of the Immense benefit that has come to the people of the
1'hlllppine islands. In these Island we
are steadily introducing
both lllierty
and order, to a greater degree than their
people have ever before known.
We
have seen ret I Justice.
We have provided an efficient police force, and have
only in tne Isinn uown moronism.
lands of
te and Hamar Is the authority of our government resisted and thw
by wlhl mountain tribes under the superstitious Inspiration of fakirs and
s
leaders. We are constantly increasing the measure of lllierty accorded the islanders, and next
spring, if condition
warrant, we shall
take a great stride forward in testing
by
their capacity for
summoning the' lirst Kill pi no legislative
assemble; antl the way in which they
slantl this test will largely determine
whether the
thus grunted will Is-- Increased or decreased: for if
we have erred ut all In the Philippines
It has
lu
too rapidly fn
the direction of granting a large measure of
We are building
roads. We have, for the Immeasurable
good of the people, arranged for the
building of rail roads. Let us also
e to
it that they are given free access to our
markets. This nation owes no more
duly to itself und mankind thun
the duty of managing the affairs of all
the islands under the American flag
the
Porto Rlen uti.l ir.un.lt.
-- so as to make it evident
that II Is hi
every w ty to their advantage that the
Hag
eur-ren- cy
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should fly over them.
PORTO RICAN AFFAIRS
American citizenship should be
ou the citizens of Porto
The harbor of Sim Juan ill Porio Ktoo
should l.e dredged and improved.
The
expense of the federal court of Porto
kii-should be met from the federal
treasury
The inlininisirallou of the
affairs of Porto Itteo, together with
tn..M..
ti,..
in,, ,.i... .a ii.....um .....i
our other insular possessions, should all
be directed under one executive department: bv preference the department of
stale or tin- department of war.
HAWAII
The needs of Hi waii ure la cnliarj
Mill should b
given ihe ilaiil.r
and our eftoris should lie unceasing to
develop them ahum the lines of u community of small freeholders.
not of
great plain. rs with coolatllled estates,
.situated as this territory is. in the middle of the Paciiiiv there are duties Imposed upon this small community which
do not fall in like degree or manner
upon anv other American community
This warrants our treating it differently
from the way In which wo treat territories or other antes, and Justifies the
setting aside of a ponton pi our revenues to Ih- expended for educational aad
Int. in., improvements therein.
Hawaii
is now making an effort to secure
hi in the end to assume the
dunes and burdens of full American
citizenship, uud. Whenever the leaders
in the virions Industries ot thou,- - islands finally adopt our ideals dial heartily join our administration in endeavoring to develop u insidle ClaS of sub
st.oiiuil citizens, a way will iheu
coa-ferr-

itb.
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

by oilier tiivpmin..
We have not
considered l h. nMA ... '..-,for such
t for
purMse consistent with thai res
Ihe Independent
ne.reiuntv of other
,.r
which
nations,
members of the fnmii.
Is the most hnimn. in nrlndule of In
ternational law and the chief protection
of weak nations
ihe oppression
of the strops It ...,.
in us lhat the
practise la Inlurluus In lis general effect
upon the relations of nations and upon
Ihe welfare of w,.k mid disordered
Stutes. Whose il...li.m,.il ought to lie
encouraged In t h. inn. rests of civilisa
tion; that 11 offers frequent temptation!
lo bullying and onnresslon and to un
necessary
on InstPlnble warfare,
and
We regret that other powers, whose
opinions nnd sense of justice we esteem
highly, have at times taken a different
view nnd have permitted themselves,
tho we believe wiih reluctance, to col
lect such debts bv force. It Is doubtless
of public
true that the
debts mat be
htl by such cir
or
wrongdoing
cumstances of fraud and
violation of treaties as t Justify the
government
would
use of force.
This
be glad lo see an International consideration of the sullied which shall dlscrlm
inale between such cases and the simple
of u conlracl with
prleate person, and n resolution In favor
of reliance uimn peaceful means In cases
of the latter class.
thai Ihe con
"It is not felt, howev.-rference nt Rio should undertake to
make such n illM,.rlniot:itlon or to re
Most Of the
solve noon such u nil--- .
American countries are still debtor na
tions, while tho countries or Kurope are
the creditors.
If the Rio conference,
therefore, were lo lake such action II
would have Ihe appearance of a meeting
or tlelitors resolving bow tneir creuuom
should net. ftnd this would not Inspire
respect. The true course Is Indicated by
prothe terms of the program, which conposes to request llie seeonu Hague
ference, where both creditors and debtors will be assembled, to consider the

killed were females and the work was tion, which was signed by Ihe Ameriposts. It was s tine demons! ration of
Many ca a delegates, will be promptly laid bedone with frightful barbarity.
Ihe viilu.. and efficiency of the general
of the seals appear lo have been skinned fore Ihe senate.
staff. Similarly, It was owing Is large
were found
By the special end highly spprecltited
alive
nnd many
purl to the general board
half
the navy
skinned and still alive. The raids Were courtesy of the governments of Russia was uble at Ihe outset that
to meet Hie
repelled only by the use of firearms.' nnd and Ihe Netherlands, a proposal to call Cuban crisis with such Instant
live of Ihe raiders were killed, two were The Hague conference together st a cy; ship after ship appearing efficienon th
wounded, and twelve captured. Includ
lime which would conlllcl with the conshortest notice at any threatened point,
ing the two wounded. Those captured ference of Ihe American republics st while the murine corps
in
particular
have since been tried and sentenced to I'.lo de Janeiro In August was laid aside. perform.-indlsensable service. The
army nnd navy
Imprisonment. An attack of this kind No other dsto has yet been suggested.
war college are of Inhad been wholly unlookt for, but such A tentative program for the conference
calculable value to the two servtnts.
provision of vessels, arms, and ammuhas been proposed by the government of and Ihey cooperate with constantly InRussia, nnd the subjects which It enum. creasing efficiency and Importance
nition will now be maifb that its repetition will not be found profitable.
crates are undergoing careful examinarhe congress has most wisely providregarding
Suitable representations
the tion and consideration In preparation ed for a national board
for t the profor the conference.
Incident have been made to the govern
motion of rifle practise.
rement of Japan, nnd we are nssured lhat
sults have already come from this law,
PEACE AND RIGHTEOUSNESS
all practicable measures will be taken
hut It does not. g fHr
It
must
ever
war
lie
kept
In
mind
that
by tht country to prevent any recurregular army Is so small that In anv
Is not merely Justifiable,
rence of the outrage, tin our part, the upon honorable men, uponbutanImperative,
war we should
honorable great
to trust
mainly to volunteers; have
guard on the Island will be Increased, nation, where peace
can onlv be obtainund In such
and better equipped and orgnnlzed. and ed by the sacrifice of conscientious
event these volunteers should slready
cona better revenue-cutte- r
patrol service viction or of national welfare.
?OW., hil'.T ,rt "j,,M,,; for " 8 olller
I'eace
about the Islands will be established; is normally a great gmHl.
nnd normally enre lighting edge, and ability to take
next season n culled States war vessel It coincides with rlghleousnesB;
of himself In the open, bis effibut It
will also lie sent there.
Is righteousness and not peace which ciency on the line of battle is almost
We have not relaxed our efforts to se
directly
proportionate to excellence In
should hind the conscience of n nation
cure an agreement wnn ureal nriiain bs it should bind the conscience
murkmuushlp.
We should
of an shooting
establish
galleries in all the large
for adequate protection of Ihe seal herd, Individual; and neither a nation nor
pull-H- e
an
with Japan fur the individual can surrender conscience to
and negotiations
and military schools, should mainprogress.
same purpose are In
tain national target ranges In different
s keeping.
another
naNeither
can
a
or me tion, which Is an entity, nnd
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much
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to
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complish this Is not to pull down others
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Within a few months for the tlrst time
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of soli upon the American continents
hope will be represented
can be and
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American continents Is to be deemed
lA--t
us pledge
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ourselves to aid each other in the full
performance of the duty to humanity
which that accepted declaration implies,
so that In time the weakest and moat
unfortunate of our republics may come
lo march with equal step by tho side
of the stronger and more fortunate.
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These words appear to have
with acclaim In every iart ot
South America. They have my hearty
approval, as I am sure they will have,
yours, and I can not lie wrong in the
conviction that they correctly represent
the sentiments of the whole American
people. I can not better characterize
the true attitude of the I'niteii States
In its assertion of the Monroe doctrine
than In the wonls of the distinguished
former minister of foreign affairs of
( Argentina
Ooctor Drago. in his
welcoming Mr. Root at Hueiios Ay res.
He spoke of
"The traditional policy of the l ulled
States (which) without accentuating superiority or seeking iirciHinttc runce. con
demned the oppression of the nations of
this part of the world and the control
ot their destinies by the great iMiwcrs

people of the Pnltrd States at large.
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dollars of revenue, ami haa pnslured
ncarlv three hundred mllltona of dollars
In gold, fura, anil fish.
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a laml of homes. Thr count rb-- Isirdcr-In- g
the l"aolnr ocean hsve a population
more numerous than thai of all the
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of AltuiquerqiK'1, and Dr. N. H. Morrl-soof Los Angeles, chief surgeon of
the Santa Fe coast limes. The first
two gentlemen nre members of the
employees' hospital board,' and. with
Ir. Morrison, are on a tour of Inspection of the hos Itals of the roast lines
the trip having beea Interrupted by
the death of Mr. Van Way's father-in-bof San Bernardino, Dr. L. J.
Pratt.
'After completing the inspection at
Albunuernuo Conductor Van. Wn will
go oa to Raton, New Mexico, to visn
his parent who reside there.
The Needles Kye says: The Lantry-Hause- r
Contracting comp.iny have located camp nar Heal, and also near
the Mellen bridge, and will have a
portion of the grading on the new cutoff from Beal to Topock. This makes
three contracting firms at work on
the new gr2de. There is considerable
heavy work to be done and a grent
amount of yardage has been figured
by the engineers because of the heavy
tills and ruts. '

Hot Times
Are Coming

tip

If you buy your heater

of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
to suit all.
BRIDGE-BEAC-

J.
V

SUPERIOR
AIR TIGHT.

D. EMMONS

THE FURNITURE MAN
Cxi ind

Comer

W

EX

FRY

BOTB PHONES

)

SYSTEM
jstern Roads Set Pace For
Other Lines of the
United States.
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Mayor Schmlt.'a friends are arranging a reception for ilm on his
return to Snn Francisco. The grand
Jury has already arranged one.
We've had the 'original McKinley
man' a:id the 'orlglnaf Roos-velman.' bill, who is the 'original Fairbanks mnn'7 '
"Why, Fairbanks, of course."
On Hers.
"This Is a fine flotrr,' Ik said, ns
they
"around,
around,
waltzed
around."
"How did you find that out?" she
asked. "Your feet haven't beea on
It since this wjjty. started."

"Brown claims to have Invented
a motor car that will turn the automobile business urslde down."

"What's the particular

Improve-

.AMU.

arness
at Reduced

Sitters
For 53 years the

Prices.
Bit-ter-

s

has been proving that
cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Costiveness,
Biliousness or other
Stomach troubles as well
as prevents Chills and
Colds. Our 1907 Almanac tells more about it. It
it

is free
He sure

at any drug store.
to get a copy, .also
try a bottle of the Bitters.

November,

1905.

To Raton and Winslow shops, January, i vnirt.
To Shopton (Illinois Division shops)
January, 19ofi.
To Snn Franciscoshrdlwyunyajnapj
To San Bernardino shops (Coast
lines) February, 19oti.
To general rounflhoiise work, April,

J

head-quarter- s

cal Introduction of the work, the efforts on tool account, prior to Its
extension to the system In August,
a,
1905, were at first confined to
Albuquerque aad San Bernardino, and later were extended to The
Needles, Arizona; no work on oil
burning on the Gulf lines was begun
until May, 1905, and car work was
first undertaken at Cleburne and San
BtrnnrditKi, simultaneously, In May,
1906.
In what folows the work will
be taken up ia detail in the order
of its Introduction, as far as iposslble,
and will therefore need to begin with
the work at Topeka.
Mr. Krv then takes the. work done
at the Toieka shops as example show-- !
ing the lietterment the system has
wrought there.
To-pfk-

December
December
Dec. niber
December

The Holy City.
King of Tramps.
SI
Mv Wife's Family.
18 The Royal Slave
Decemtwr 25 .Anita. The
Singing
(Jirl. Matinee and night.
January
The Marriage of Kitty.
Matinee and night.
January 21 The Two Johns.
January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Yale.
February 1 King Richard,
the
Third, by John Grffi.th.
February 4 Hoyt's Comedy Com11
14

Shawnee to
p. mechanical
liies of rortd:
repair and
system, John
liiaior divided into the
in charge of
To; eUa shops
system and
xrts direct to
motive power,
ler the master
Mir

divi- -
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TniinniEsf.r J. D. McCuJly. with his
wife, has returned to Winslow after a
visit on business and rlensiire to
buquerque.
LOCAL

Al-

PARAGRAPHS

C. F. Brawn is here from
transacting business. Mr.
a well known merchant at
N. A. Rapier, formerly

Bernalillo,
Brown

Is

Bernalillo.
connected
with the State National hank, will
leave In a few dys for Arizona, in
ASSAULTED BY TRAIN CREW
company with J. W.
Jawerson,
SUES FOR DAMAGES where they expect to locate.
'
W. J. Baker has brought suit in
A. Edward Koehler. Jr., of Chicago,
t
the
court at Kl Paso against III., representing a number of newsKl
&
railway
the
Paso
Southwestern
papers, arrived here last night and w
for damages In the sum of $10,000. Is spending the day in the metroplts.
plaintiff
"petition
alleges
his
that" He will leave for San Francisco lo
the
he was en route from Kl Paso to Ro- morrow on business.
deo, New Mexico, to which iioint he
The rain that has been falling genthad purchased a ticket, but when the
conductor came for his ticket he could ly in Albuquerque the past three days,
not find It. He asked the trainmea to! almost, continuously, is general nil
give him a chanest to look for the, over the southwest. New Mexico and
ticket and said If he 'had not suc- Arizona are saturated from norh to
And
ceeded In locating it by the time the ' south and from east to west.
conductor had run the train, he would from Los Angeles comes the wail of
pay his Tare to his destination.
He "too much water."
avers that after the conductor had
Sunday, for the first time, an orfinished taking up tickets he came chestra rendered delightful music dur.
back to where he was sitting in thei ing dinner, from 6 to 8 r. m. at the
coach, being accompanied by the cafe of the St urges European and a
brakeman and without giving him a large crowd was present, not only to
chance to pay his fare, Uth assaulted hear the music but to enojy a good
him and finally put him off the train. meal.
Even .Mr. ami Mis. Sturges
where he wandered about for sonw were present, and seemed pleas- d at
time when he found his way back to the new innovation.
El Paso.
Saturday
Last
afternoon
The
' Evening
Citizen published a list of
TRIES TO WALK TO TOWN
building permits for the month
AFTER LOSING AN ARM j the Navember,
of
with the amounts each
Santa Fe Central Brakeman Thrown building cost. John A. Tbiiion called
at this office this morning and stated
From Train and Seriously Injured
hat the amount of Sloo, placed
Applies First Aid to Himself
James Friday, brakeman on the against the cost for a shed he had
S nta Fe Central
railway, Sunday built, was a mistake. The building
night, while applying the brake on ai cost only $:J2 $26 for lumber and $6
passenger car. was .thrown from the to M. Hobbs, who did the work.
There is a new feather in the cap
train, the wheels imsslng over his
of Albuquerque. Byron H. Ives, the
right arm and cutting It off.
His broiher, K. E. Friday, conduc Albuquerque florist, has a. standing
tor of the traia, did not notice his order to ship to California all the
and earua
brothers absence for a time, but dis- roses chrysanthemums
covering it ran the train back to the (ions he may be able to spare from
place of the accident, six miles, and his home trade. Th)s may surprise
found that his brother had madie a the citizens of Albuquerque, accustouriqnet with a handkerchief to stop tomed to read In the local papers the
the flow of blood snd had started to stereotyped phrase, for all social
functions, tha; "the tables were beauto walk to Saw a Fe.
as also badly cut la the tifully decorated with California cut
flowers." There Is little floral dec
is precarious.
oratlton in Albuquerque not of home
HE
production.
AY HOSPITALS
Sun says: Con.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
ay will leave to- to be washed over. Imperial Laun-arll William Norris
Co.
I
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he rapacity of
lew tqulpinent.
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I
the efficiency
il.
thene th in a
the company
'd iict lem in its

iat by
leaned

Iscreis-jecia- l

reward,

H;ld
super-- I
by more fre- ... alatioa of varl- icc irils, Iiy special

r
fonnance
investigations of every ojiera-tman, machine, methods and
l, with consequent plaaning to
ite wastes of every and all
The work thus far has been
to the maintenance of
sad to locomotive
ion la its various phases, ln-- f
repairs, rouudhouse supplied,
ConsuniMtioa,
failures,
eiiRine
lug of delays at hops, adjust-- f
rejmir activity
to traffic
etc. U can
fply ,e said that
etternieiit work has resulttd us
patetl, in restoring liarmony lie-- :
employer and employe, In re-- g
self re pec t to the latier, and
iing hiK efficW ncy and rclia-AlsIt has raled bis wages
-- 0
er cent on the averuge. In
ion, for every dollar of supervised siHH'lal i xiKiis,. incurred.
t
10 in re-has saved at
costs.
e introduction of the betterment
had, of course, to he taken up
ually and locally. It not b' lug
luJe to take U any branch of the
t over the entire system at once,
"g 'he first fiscal year (June 30,
equip-account-
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

February 3 Sis Hopkins.
February fi Messenger Boy.
February 9 Creston Clarke.
February 11 Julius
by
Caesar
Charles Hanford.
14
March
The County Chairman.
This Is the banner erforniance of
the season.

ii be

m

Tuesday,
Dec. 4th.

New Cure for Epilepsy.

"Strife"

.

Waterman of Watertown, O.,
"My
free delivery, writes:
daughter, afflicted for years with
was curer! by I)r:' King's New
Llfs Pill's. She has not. had fin attack for over two years." Best body
clei'nsers and life giving Tonic pills on
earth. 2.1c nt all druggists.
B.

l

A

15

Strong and

is

Powerful Cast

Handsome New Line of Neckties,
All

and

Just

In.

Fine

Concert Orchestra

J. KORBUR

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
have been somewhat costive, but
Loan's Hegulnts gave Just the results
desired. They act mildly and regulate
the liowels perfectly.'' Croorge B.
Kta.tse. COH Walnut. Ave., Altoona, I'a.
"1

-

Admission

-

THIRD STREET

KILL the COUGH
AND

CURE

THB

Meat Market

LUNGS

Dr. King's

WITH

lki

"0

and 8lt Meat.
Stesm 8ausage Factor.
(.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

All Kinds of Fresh

Discovery
Price

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSand

W. E.

G0oa$1.00
Free Trial.

OLDS

WOOL

Surest and ttuickopt Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

with Raaoe ft Manner.
Office, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

"

St

M.

Wllllum' Indian Pile
SDr.
will euro lllind,
TO Tf A ORAO I
and
PIK'S. llutmorbf iho tumors.
illuy. the ilohliix atoiK-e- acts Dealers In Groceries, Provision!, Ka&
Es
M Dr. v iliiiims'ln.lUnrile OintGrain and Fuel-Fin- e
II ' B lli't.
ment U nrunarcd fnr TMlnunnil lifh.
Line of Imported Wines, Llqim
S2 Inu of tho privaiH purls. 10 wry box is
and Cigars. Place your order Urn
iiy
arunRists, hy mull on
wurrnnicii.
this line with ns.
of prlcr. AO cents and til.
lit-liln-

.

re-cl-

O.'NUFACTURING

CO..

Prop.

:U

veta.Ua.V

X

NORTH THIRD BTRXW

& SON.

BECKER

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room K, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

HOTEL

New Management, November

Opposite tho Santa

I, 1906

ro

Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BBLKN, M. M.

s

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL H3TAT&
LOANS.
Automatic phone 431.
j
Room 10, N. T. Annljo Build!.

$t.OO

'

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

Auspices Fraternal Brotherhood

.

Circular peat oa reijiMpt

Foundry and

MAUGEP

RANKIN & CO.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
MEN AND WOMEN.
17m Biff
signature is on each box. 25c.
for unnatural
dirbftrKM,irjflmtumittiona
19 lrritktiunt or
Oaarst4
MJm
Dyspepsia is our national ailment.
of iuucoui aieaibraosM.
m r
c st
PainleM, tod not Mtna
Burdock Blood Bitters is the national rIT7theEvamsCnemcaiCo.
geut or poisoDoua.
cure for It. It strengthens
stomach
Said by DravlU,
membranes, (promotes flow of digesor Mit im plain wrapper
brI xpreM, prepaid, for
tive juices, purities the blood, builds
m. or S bottle 92. 7S.

Albuquerque

CO.,

ooooooookooooooo

. Reserved Seals at Watson's

you up.

&

ALBUOUMROUK. MKW MEXICO

12 Pieces

SIMON STERN.

LATEST

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

the latest eastern patterns, 50c

".

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

FOR SALK BY 8. VANN

epi-leis- y,

A

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

pany.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Becoming Real Cross.
The News proposes to notice the Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
Capital's malicious allusion to It. as Imperial Laundry Co.
"The Sunday Sun" only far enough
to say that Hie one infraction of its
rule nevtr to handle a dirty tiling
even with tongs was when It wrote
across the brow of the editor of the
Capital that Ineffaceable brand of
li.'r.
The ediior of the Capital can hardly iirovoke this papir to anv kind of
a controversy with him nti he has'j
made good his published threat to
answer that public arraignment of
him by personal interview and retort. To bandy words with ai man
who could first wantonly provoke and
then wear the brands the News was
compelled to apply to the editor of
the Capital, would be ns cowardly as
Four Act Melo-Dram- a
to insult, a woman or strike a child.
McAllister !. T.J News.

J.

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND BTREB.T

1

'

j

i.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr Flrtt 8tnt and T(er Avnum

EVENTS

COMING

j

Albuquerque.
I.., Mean, me-- ;
l.sno miles

SOKE PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET U
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

'

n a very alU article In the Rail-i- d
Gazette, Charles H. Fry out-e- s 19o.
To Cleburae
(Gulf lines)
the Bonus system :ow in vogue May, 1906.
giving
Santa
Fe,
the
details and
To car work on system, August,
e functions of the sysKJii, In part 1906.
As examples of the gradual and lofollows:

Owing to a lack of space The Citl-is uaahlu to reproduce the entire
tide by Mr. Fry, which covers six
iges in the Gazette, but the editor
extracts, which apply to the

Mm

"Most of our annoyance," remarked the public librarian, "i caused ly
bvHkhecprs.

tsti-mabl- e

19ii5.

To Albuquerque simps,

MOST ANYTHING

ment?"
"All the machinery Is oa top of the
car instead of underneath it."
"Where did you spend Thanksgiv
ing day?"
"With some of my wife's relatives."
Isn't
"With your wifes relatives!
flint. reversing the usual order of
n m m
The ball at the skating rink. Raton. things?"
I spent It with them, but
"No.
Wednesday night, given by tie Ladles
at my home."
Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of Iah-imotive Kngineer. proved to be a
Wouldn't Break His Promise.
most enjoyable affair. The large Imll
A stout, husky farmer came In from
was crowded, the music was good and
a merry time was had until early the the field one evening, fed his team,
milked the cows, Mopped the pigs,
next morning. One portion of the hall split
the kindling, and had taken a
was partioned off where the ladles
snug corner by Lie kitchen fire to
served an excellent supper.
wait for Mipper. He very reluctantly
Dr. John L. Norrls. surgeon for the helped pet I the potatoes and w as requested to go to the spring for a
Santa Fe Central railway, with
at Estancla, arrived in Santa bucket of water. At this he refused.
Fe Sunday nvenlng to care for Harry His wife said: "John, you know you
F. Friday, the brakeman who was se- promised me I shouldn't have to carverely Injured In a railroad accident ry the w:ter to wash my ftet even."
"I say so yet," he said. "If you want
Saturday.
to wash your feet, no down and wade
The Brotherhood of Railway Train- in t'he branch." Then he took his
men gave their fifth annual ball at the ipe and went oh(. on the front, porcn
opera hopse, Winslow, Thanksgiving to smoke. North Salem lnd.)Her-ald- .
night and it was a social success.

?

PLAINS BONUS

NINE.

PAGE
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The Raton Reporter says: Kngineer
E. R. Fiillinwider has resigned his position with the Santa Fe and with his
wife will leave Raton on the 8th lust.,
ffir Ytnrvhin.t tihi.ru lhv aill maLu
their home on their farm. Mr. Fullln.
witter has been m engineer for many
years ana leels that he Is Justly entitled to settle down to the less strenuous business of a farmer. His many
Raton friends wish him and his
wife contentment and prosiH-r-Itla their new home.

and, In fact, until October,
19(i". It was confined almost entirely
to Topeka
and consisted in gen
erul lictterment. of shop conditions,
etc.. In concentration of the manufacture of material and of tools at
Topeka, and in starting and establish-Inthe individual effort reward eys-teThe work was thvn extended
as follows:
To oil burning, March, 1905.
To general toH account of system,
August, 1905.
To Topeka roundhouse, September,
1P04-5-

H.

....
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EVENING CITIZEN.

Machine Works

R. R. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and bambr Cars; (Vattlaia,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, BaeWt Metal; Colunna as a Iroa VrraU fcM
BuUdlnfa.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd Mill Mmohlnory m Bpoololtr
Foundry east tide et railroad track.
U. 4L

Alaqner.

BAMBROOK BROS., RropB.

LIVERY

AND BOARDING - STABLE
8ADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John 8C.

11
IllMiitl
1

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

KimWMmWmmmWmmWmmVMmMMmmMmtmmaMmWmmmmii

Secretary Mutual Building Ass1s
COMING IN OUT
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUreoS
OF THE COLO avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but It Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing In aay way, or If you are undecided what la the best system to
In a new bouse and need Infor- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let ug know of your trouble.
We are specialists for hot water, hot Hones and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
air and Bteam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE C0T1
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
ll
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Its Location
BELKN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH, OF ALBUQUERQUE, X. M.. AT THB JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
L06 ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25i
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOf'SE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PE6PLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEX PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 130 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, KIXHJR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE-AA GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

st04C 0oC0000oaKOS)Oeoa
M0(4KOOOOeOCOfO
K

COME

TO BELEH, N, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townstte

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

K0C0K04C0
K0K04OsK4t044
A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WE8T, NORTH AND 80UTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO 8 AND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MOHTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONB
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE s'OR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

Sec'y.
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

ance of patents to the land because!
suspicion attacned to Dr. 8losn, who I
Paid all the money into tne omw ijt
the iiirrhase of the land at the rate
acre and ihad entered Into
of I2U
options on
contracts by giving people
'
Ute land.
"Dr. Sloan expended aloitt $n2.0(Mt
,vr acre fees and
In paying the
nnected with the
other expenses
to have made
entries. He l
perjured RlIMavlts regarding the lands
during the course of the land office
Investlaaiiotis."
Healings In 'he case of Dr. Sloan
Imtdl-catel- .
nal other--, "ho are said to lr United
wl'l le held before the
StMes land ofllie In Santa Fe during
the present month.
It Is
Dr. Sloan's alleged offuise.
said, was coinniltted several years ago
wben a railroad was projected from
the Uagan coal fields,
Algodoncs
the entil'S having been ni;de along
the route.
1-

lr.

lu

Allu-qtiorqn- o

ave-niw-

Shoes and Slippers make the most desirable Christmas Presents. They make more than up in sense for
what they lack in sentimeut And after all the gift
that can be put to practical use is the one that is most
highly appreciated. We have the right kind of footwear at the right price and we want to get your
Christmas trade.

Shoet for Drew or Work,
Men
Ftt or Leather Slippers
Women's Shoe for home or street wear
Women's Dress Slippers
Women's House Slippers
'Shoes for Boys and Girls

whs

yesterday from I.os Luaas.
Armlju
Sheriff Armljo and Mis
have returned from their recent visit
to l.ns Cnices.
r
Hr. Walter (1. Hope of Co
Is entertaining Ills brother, Hr.
R. M. Mope of Merrer, I'a.
The ladles of the German Lutheran
Vdas-dechureh wi!l hold it nieetliiK
l
t ie liotne of Mrs.
Afternoon
Orunilniiin. 3L'S Haeldine avenue.
Rev. John R. Gass, Miiodleal
of rresbyterlan missions in New Mexico, left tills tnorn-- I
M., where he Is
ic for Dawson, N.
called on official business.
There will lie a regular meet inn of
the Fraternal Order of EiRles tonight

Advance Guard of Christmas Gifts

Men'

W. II. Wlttwcr

?

y

the

al

hnll at whicli

offices will

le

elected for the ensuing year and there
will be Inltatlon and refreshments.
A special meeting of the board of
education will be callel In the sear
i .11.75 to $4.00
future, the one of last evening fall75 to 2.00
ing to result In the presence cf a
quorum.
1.50 to 5.00 H
Jim Sing, t;ie restaurant keeper of
150 to 3.50 Eg Thornton, is In t'hq city visiting his
60 to 1.50 B Mongolian friends tind purchasing
goods. Hr will return to Thornton to'
100 to 2.50 B morrow morning.
soThe
, Benevolent
'SZKJm ciety will meet tomorrow afternoon
at 2::!0 o'clock, at the office of F. W.
A lar.e attendance
Clancy.
is deAND CONDIMENTS.
sired, as there will Ik' an election of

purchased at F. V. Trotter's
grocery store, are lure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee tbem.
vTieti

WE WILL

il

a

AN EASY
T

save you money in the
purchase of a piano.

YOU BUY

1
..

tips?:

&

Lindemann,

COAL

Genuine American Block per ton $6.50
6.50
Cerrillos Lump
8.50
Anthracite Nut
9.00
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
9.50
sizes
6.00
Clean Gas Coke

V

:

officers.
Mrs. .Montague

Stevens .tomorrow
afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock, at No.
315 West Lead avenue, will entertain
a number of ladles at nn informal
party In honor of Mrs. Rice, wife of

IV.

7

j

Suits $10 to $

$2.25
2.75
3.00

...SIMON STERN. :

H. HAHN & CO.
Both

st

character.

WOOD

Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

mm

tailors whose proc
tions are but equal to H. S. &
Slip into one of our H. 5
M. young men's suits and r
the quick friendship thatspri
up between you and the i
It hangs gracefully, fits n
comfortably, is fashioned
rectly, and the pattern lo
and is distinctive and full

high-co-

206 W. Gold Avenue

Established IW0

m

practiced a
beginning of a yo'
man's career will lead to i
fortune. Sometimes econ
comes hard, sometimes ea$3
The H.S.&M. Clothes h
is an easy economy, for it gi
you what is cleverest in styl
best in quality and tailoring
half the price demanded

SEE US BEFORE

Learnard

T

Economy
D IGHT
the

That is all we ask.

j

SAUCES

-0

alb-ge-

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4,

Phone.

THE CASA DE ORO.
CHURCH
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
THURSDAY.
PRICES. BEST CROWD.
The t'.lrd number of the lecture
Dr. 1.. O. Rice.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.
by
Thursday
given
will
course
the
be
K. R. Rartlett, rlftht of way agent
one
Royal
will
be
Quartet.
This
Male
ftr the Santa Fe, 1b here from
assisting R. E. Twttehrll of jb.9 of the finest concerts ever given In the
Vegas la closing up the right of way city. Reserved seats will not be heid
matter precipitated by the purchase r!ter S: 15.
of a large tract of laid south of the
Junk conniany
The AlbiKjiierqu
city.
tn So.it h Second strt- - t, pays cash
Successor to
Bonom, merchant at San Marclal, for old furniture, old clothing. Iron
H.
F. F. TROTTER,
passttll through' the city thig morning
ra!is, corper, zinc rubber paper rags,
115-11- 7
rsos.
118
and 12u South Second street. en route to Trlsldad, Colo., where he ottles, etc. la fact all kinds of sec
COPiD
Is called 'by the death of bis tincle, ond hand goods and junk. Send, us
Between
Simon Sanders. Mr. Senders died In prKStal. Will call. Everything
has a
Chicago, but the lody has been ship- value. Old buildijas. machinery, bug
ped to hia home at Trinidad for burial. gies, wagons, etc., bought for highest
Ti Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Ladies of the Woman's club request cash price.
all advertisers in the Woman's club
The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
edition of The Evening Citizen, which TOO LATE FOR CL.sC-- - IrlCATION.
than do we, and anticipating a nt retitioa of the gratifying patronage
UP-TO-DAwill make Its appearance In the aenr
.V
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
leather wallet c;:nUinlng
future, to have the copy for their ad- LOST
n
keep
may
pajKMi.
$IS
Kindtr
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, in
and
vertisements ready as ney will be
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
the money it he will retun pocket-lmocalled for within the next few lays.
display In our salesroom. South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
and. papers to this office
e
Chicago
W. H. Cartels, recently of
your early Inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.
RKNT
1'OH
Two rooms for sleeping
secretary
of the General
nnd ESBistant
or light housekeeping. 214 South
Snsh and Door association, has come
Hickox-Mayoar- d
;
Walter.
to Albuquerque to accept the iosition
competent
A
woman
WANTED
r
of chief of the sales department for
general housework.; also nurse girl,
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers the American Lumber cmpany. Mr.
yitti West Railroad avenue.
BartelR expects to be foil wed by his
Bond In Your Watchma for ttaoalra
family In a short while.
We can furnish you the Christmas
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Jake Myer, of the firm of H. Ben- stocki-- js ys well as the most prac-IIch- I
jamin & Co., was united In marriage
gills to fill them with. A pair of
last night with .Miss Virginia Chaves. dainty siijiers or shoes will give
The ceremony took place at. the resi- more satisfaction to lioth giver and
dence cf Ben Myer, fat'lier of tne receiver than anvtliins ele. When
at 52ft North Second street, out shorpinK pay us a visit aad you
and 'wes performed by Justice of the will tind suitable presents for the
Peace George R. Craig. The couple whole frailly" and for all your friend.
will 4ake up 'housekeeping here In the C. May's sho; siore, 314 West
l
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
near future.
avenue.
Among th floral offerings at the
WANTED AT ONCE. A SALES
funeral of Col. 11. H. Tilton, SunFOR
day afternoon, was a broken pillar of LADY; ONE WHO SPEAKS SPAN
PREFERRED; STEADY EMmost beautiful flowers and surmount ISH
ed by a white dove. It was one ot PLOY M ENT. L. KEMPENICH.
the prettiest floral tributes to thr
GRAND CONCERT.
memory of the departed friend ever
seen m Albuquerque, anil came Trow
SEE OUR LINE OF
Prosbyterlan church, December 11.
George A. Kasemau.
Admission 25 cents.

The Railroad Avenue Clother

CONGREGATIONAL

i

To-lek- a,

b$lAABB& RXIAUiSER

C. M. BRIGHAM

NORTH FIRST STREET
Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK
STEEL RANGES
TE

addl-ditio-

k

The

Co.

fr

Heater!

OIL HEATERS

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABL
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY
HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TI
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.

CO,

ALBUQUERQUE , HARDWARE

Rail-ro;u-

v

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

Wholesale and Retail

u;

Fe.ih new stock has

IN DR.

SLOAN'S

Misses sizes

11

CASE Ladles' sizes

to

just arrived.

2

ASSISTANT U. S. ATTORNEY DE
CLARES INVESTIGATION HAS
BEEN ON SINCE 1904.
Assist Eat Vnlted States Attorney E.
Medier, who returned at an early
tiour thi morning from Santa Fe,
chatttd this afternoon alsxit'lhe In
dictments returned there by a special
federal grand Jury against Dr. John H.
Sloan for perjury and sulornat ion of
(erjury In connection witti certain at
leged land frauds la coal land entries
In the Hasan coal fKlds.
Two true
bills were returned by the grand Jury
against. Dr. Sloan.
"The statement In the press dls
patches that the Indictments were re
turatd on the last day Imfore the
statute of limitations would bar the
procedure is misleading," said Mr.
Medier.
"U was the last day of the
last term of court which could he
held before the expiration of the time
limitation
In which the statute of
could operate.
"The land office has been working
ui the evidence In this case niuee
January,
said the assistant
"Special
United States attorney.
agents of the general land office have
been migaged iu looking ufter the mat
ter.
i
"The government held up the Issu
L.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond

190-1,-

RAILROAD AVE.
Cltmonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

x 44

4 i
--

4 4 4 4

--

J-

44

4

We Inrlte

--

4

4 4

fr

44

fr

4 4 4 4

4" !

10c

$1.10
Men's ertlca
Christmas goods are arriving daily,
our showing will le a good one. we
will want a number of extra salts
girls. Those wishing to work during
the rush season should register their

naanes.

THE MAZE.
KIEKE, Proprietor.
"Strife" promises to track the opera
I'.ou.m', the advance sale Indicates this.
The play is as good. If not better, than
any this season and' the cast la a
strong if. A goKl orchestra is also
4,
quite an attraction.
Deeemler
opera house.
ALL THIS WEEK
AUNT JEMIMA'S PAN CAKE FLOUR
10c
2 IB PACKAGES. ONLY
OLD TIMES PURE BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR MILLED
BY BLOD-GETMILLING CO., JANES-VILLWIS., 5 LBS. for
25c
OLD
RISING
TIMES SELF

J"

There U aoming overiookc, or th rke.l in Stein Block
dolbus. i ney ar tailored to make a man look like a
gentleman of taste and refinement. They are wrought
to wear and
their hhape under oil conditions, and
they have a style thai br'ugs out their weurers ier8on
ality strougly. Fast master tailoring alone rtn prxlure
this effect, and men who make divj-- s their chief pursuit
Hik for it us for a rait? jewel.
.'. .$10 TO $30
MEN'S SUITS
MEN'S OVERCOATS
.$10 TO $30
Full Dress Suits for Sal Or for Rent.

BUCKWHEAT:

ir

V..

4- -

I..

Wasiibvrn Co.

""-

-

1IMI

i

illiT-

llT

PKGS
25o
THREE 2 LB PKGS
35c
ALBUQUERQUE
GROCERY
CASH
COMPANY.
315 MARBLE AVE.

--

'iMi'rtViaWi

'Mali
luiiuitaM
ItULMUT
lMtMMOllinilvUiltlj
OVSTl

1

FEE'S

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUQ
STORE.
'

"

a",'''

,

.I--

l

;

a

i.

It.
W. Reynolds,
and
so well
favorably known ug a llurltono slngor
and who .sang In the Presbyterian
cuurch aud at the Elks' memorial ser
vice, will appear at the Juvenile band
concert.

WAL

lct

O. U.,

clean,
Which ,tah..lioate

MkS. M. C. WILSON
. DKALmm IN ..

wholfson ie

otoi8
ho

tans,

wit a

true

the Soalshlpt kind
or
wliito oysters.
iixhbv bliniv.
tasting f l'ule e!se than sUlIe water
tfco tub klnl,
and irrvatlv-flavor of the soa

Albuquerque.

DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LOCATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3.
BARNETT
BUILDING
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

4

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1 17." mouth flrat Btroot
118.
tIS,dot,
403, North
rirat Stroott

TWO

F.

4

lyiail Orders Solicited

T

MAUSARO MILLS are paying $1.40
per luti pounds for good clean wheat,
and give in exchange !5 pounds of
the
flour for 125 pounds of whe.at.

kp

and Water
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings-Ste- am
4
Supplies Hose and Belting.
4
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

E

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

Reliable Clothing

i

taRSBJBSBSBXXXSKBSBlBKIa

40c

4fc

Men's sizes

FINE CHINA CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

HARDWARE

GO TO THE MAZE
FOR RUBBERS.

Whlch-'-

1

0Mo

' 1ur

'

fuumel smooth

ckau and wholosonie, sealed aad

la Ico in a Scalbhipt Caxrier.
or
ft WVwJi tui, swffy w ith stale Julcos
anA Impure water, with a loose over
and an odtr of formaldehyde?
word, appeals to you as the more
i
iwi
Wnicn(jija,alJ
and sanitary
ipiH-tizln-

Fancy Dry Goods

4
Stamping Bono to Ordor
clue

4

AtBl'Ql'ERQUE,

.
N. M.

Sealshipt Oysters or the Tub Kind?
Soalshlpt Oysters Fresh Dally

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THK
COLOMBO

HALL

Admission

50c

DANCING SCHGCt
Ladies Free

2C

4!

